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FROM THE
EDITOR

MICHELLE EGGLESTON SCHWARTZ, CPTM

PURPOSE AND PERFORMANCE

Today’s employees are purpose-driven.
They want to work for organizations that
align with their values and perform work
that is meaningful and fills them with
a sense of purpose. And they want to
know how their role contributes toward
the company’s goals and objectives.
For learning and development (L&D),
this means creating meaningful learning
experiences that spark passion, curiosity
and creativity to fuel purpose-driven work.

CREATE MEANINGFUL
LEARNING EXPERIENCES
THAT SPARK PASSION,
CURIOSITY AND
CREATIVITY TO FUEL
PURPOSE-DRIVEN WORK.

While purpose and meaning have always
been central to employee engagement,
the COVID-19 pandemic brought this
need to the surface. When work-life
boundaries blurred and children and pets
made appearances on virtual calls and in
meetings, employees quickly began to
reevaluate their priorities and question
the status quo. We have seen these
priority shifts as workers quit their jobs
in droves during The Great Resignation
to find work that better aligns with
their needs.
The world of work is changing and will
only continue to evolve, and L&D must
make a conscious effort to create a
human-centric workplace that focuses
on the needs of employees. The cover
story in this issue of Training Industry
Magazine examines how to apply
human-centered design to create
meaningful learning experiences for
modern learners. Designing learning
with purpose in mind can fuel the
passion and curiosity of employees,
driving innovation and growth for the
company. Keeping the learner at the
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center of the learning experience is key
to creating more impactful experiences
that lead to positive outcomes.
This edition also explores how to
measure and maximize learner
engagement in a hybrid and remote
workplace, how to create simple
and effective evaluations that target
behavior change and how to negotiate
like a pro to secure investment for
learning initiatives. You will also gain
tips on how to effectively market
learning to employees using a media
mindset and identify the skills and
attributes of the modern leader.
I hope the articles in this edition will
provide you and your team with some
actionable insights to improve the
development and delivery of your
training programs — tapping into the
curiosity and passions of employees
to
create
meaningful
learning
experiences. Our editorial team is
dedicated to delivering the content
and resources that learning leaders
need to create effective training that
leads to business impact. If you have
any topic suggestions, please reach
out to our team and let us know
what’s on your mind. We love hearing
from you!
Michelle Eggleston Schwartz, CPTM, is
the editor in chief of Training Industry,
Inc., and co-host of “The Business of
Learning,” the Training Industry podcast.
Email Michelle.
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JASON WEBER

GUEST EDITOR

EXPANDING OUR MAP OF THE
WORLD: STRATEGIES TO BUILD
OUR VIEWPOINTS
If you look at a road map, you will see
many routes to a desired destination.
While some of the routes will get you
to your destination quickly, others
may take a longer, more scenic path.
Regardless of what you prefer, the
destination is the same. Within this
journey, our viewpoints are created.
Viewpoints are unique to each of
us. We have all taken different paths
throughout life. Regardless of the
path we have taken, leveraging
those experiences can enhance the
learning experiences we design and
interact within.
Our viewpoints consist of three elements:
1. Assumptions: These are things we
believe to be true, regardless of
whether we have all the facts.
2. Perceptions: These are developed
through our life experiences; it is how
we view things.
3. Expectations: These are the behaviors
we expect of ourselves and others.
Within these elements, there is a
uniqueness that emerges. For those
willing and open, there is great potential
for expanding how they view the world
around them. If we think about those we
engage with and consider the different
routes they have taken to arrive at
their current destination, our curiosity
gives us the opportunity to learn about
other viewpoints. As learning and
development (L&D) professionals, the
multitude of perspectives available to
us in the classroom allow us the chance
to create experiences that foster
continual growth in the minds of our

learners and demonstrates the value of
our viewpoints.
For example, if you were asked to
develop training around the topic
of accountability, we could use our
viewpoints to do the following:
• Ask what accountability means to
others. What behaviors are needed?
What outcomes do others expect
from accountability?
• Listen to experiences to develop an
understanding of how accountability
has been lived by others.
• Create space within our training to allow
participants to share their viewpoints.
These actions help assist us in creating
new “routes” to get to our destination.
Our training on accountability is no
longer an experience that we pull off
the shelf. Rather, by seeking additional
viewpoints, we can now create a
learning experience that broadens the
experiences of other learners.
As learning leaders, encouraging a
spirit of curiosity in our learners can
be difficult. Knowing how to manage
common roadblocks can play a key
role in how you influence others.
These common roadblocks
include statements like:

could

• “I have way more years of experience
than they do. What could they
teach me?”
• “I do not have time for other opinions.
I need to decide and move on.”
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When approaching these roadblocks,
we need to examine how we are
responding. Author David Bohm suggests
we engage our learner’s curiosity
through dialogue rather than discussion.
In his book, “On Dialogue,” Bohm
states, “Discussion is almost like a
ping-pong game, where people are
hitting their ideas back and forth and
the object of the game is to win or
get points for yourself. In dialogue,
however, nobody is trying to win.
Everybody wins if anybody wins. There
is a different spirit to it.”

VIEWPOINTS ARE
UNIQUE TO EACH OF US.
Another way of looking at Bohm’s
viewpoint on discussion versus dialogue
is to say discussion allows us to share
our viewpoints, but rarely will we
accept other viewpoints if they do not
align with our own. Dialogue allows us
to share our experiences and listen to
understand others.
Navigating our map of the world can
be a challenge. However, being open
to the experiences of others creates
additional routes that can get us to our
destination in the way we desire.
Jason Weber is the associate vice
chancellor — leader and culture
development for the Texas Tech
University System. In this role, he is
responsible for the development of
values-based leadership programming
at each of the Texas Tech University
System Institutions. Email Jason.
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STELLA LEE, PH.D.

WHAT’S NEXT
IN TECH

4 STEPS TO BUILDING DATA
LITERACY IN YOUR ORGANIZATION

Technology has fundamentally changed
the way we deal with data in the learning
and development (L&D) profession. We
have access to an amazing array of
tools that allow us to gain more insights
about how we learn, what content is
most useful, where we need to allocate
more resources and how learning can
directly impact on-the-job performance.
However, to take advantage of these
tools and make use of the analytics, we
need a data-literate workforce.
Data literacy means more than the ability
to analyze data. We need to be able
to discover, identify, collect, process,
interpret and communicate data —
essentially covering the entire data
journey from creation to dissemination.
Data literacy is often cited as a critical
skill for the 21st century, but according to
a study by Accenture, “Just 21 percent of
the global workforce are fully confident
in their data literacy skills.”
Data literacy is a skill that we needed
yesterday. I propose the following
four steps in building data literacy in
your organization:
DEFINE DATA LITERACY
Data literacy encompasses a wide
range of skills, including data ethics,
policy,
analysis,
storytelling
and
visualization. Take time to explore
where the organization is on the digital
transformation journey, what its business
functions and industry standards are
and which data literacy skills are best
suited (and to what levels based on job
roles) to support the organization and
respective departments.

GET EXECUTIVE BUY-IN
Decision-makers have the power
to influence the culture and approve
finances and resources, as well as
embody behaviors by being data literate
and valuing data-driven insights. To
achieve executive buy-in, we must
align the data literacy initiative to
the shared goals and objectives of
the organization and demonstrate
the power of data with a small pilot
program that is grounded on actual
use cases.
CONDUCT A READINESS
ASSESSMENT AND DEVELOP A
COMPETENCY FRAMEWORK
As not all staff have the same level
of data literacy, it is useful to conduct
a readiness assessment to gauge
people’s abilities, capacities, attitudes
and experiences to establish a baseline.
The readiness assessment will help
identify, prioritize and measure the
impact of your data literacy initiative.
If you are unsure of how to go about
creating a readiness assessment and
what competency framework to use,
I recommend this Statistics Canada
study — it provides a comprehensive
overview on data literacy competency
frameworks, as well as the assessment
tools used to measure them.
SCAFFOLD AND CUSTOMIZE
THE LEARNING
Once the skills gap is identified, we
can create and scaffold customized
learning paths that map to different
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department functions or job roles. An
effective plan needs to be based on
the balance between the learner’s
professional goals and the employer’s
needs. Therefore, we ought to take into
consideration the learner’s context and
connect the learning to their day-to-day
tasks. A learning path should be more
than a course selection guide; it should
address specific learning objectives
that align with each person’s or each
department’s performance objectives.
When possible, co-design the learning
paths with your learners to help them
take ownership of their learning and
make assessment relevant to their work.

DATA LITERACY IS
A SKILL THAT WE
NEEDED YESTERDAY.
Developing organizational data literacy
requires a good understanding of
organizational
context,
thoughtful
instructional design, regular assessment
and a flexible and personalized
approach. While achieving the desired
level of data literacy takes time, it is a
journey worth taking to harness the
power of data to build a data-informed
decision-making culture.
Dr. Stella Lee has over 20 years of
experience in consulting, planning,
designing, implementing and measuring
learning initiatives. Her focus is on
large-scale learning projects including
LMS evaluation and implementation,
learning
analytics,
and
artificial
intelligent applications. Email Stella.
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SAM SHRIVER & MARSHALL GOLDSMITH

BUILDING
LEADERS

MAKING A POSITIVE DIFFERENCE
WITH KNOWLEDGE WORKERS

Simply stated, a knowledge worker is
somebody who knows more than their
boss about the work they do. Further, for
the purposes of this column, let’s also
describe knowledge workers as people
who care. Where they work matters (they
buy into the company’s purpose), and
what they do matters (they take pride
in the quality of their contributions). In
short, these are valuable resources and
in very strong demand!
So, if you are interested in more
effectively aligning your leadership
efforts with the knowledge workers in
your organization, where should you
turn for advice? We would emphatically
suggest Alan Mulally and Peter Drucker.

KNOWLEDGE
WORKERS ARE
THE PEOPLE WHO
EVERYBODY GOES
TO WHEN NOBODY
KNOWS WHAT TO DO.

elements of that system we feel are
worthy of review for anyone aspiring to
establish and cultivate a work culture
that meets the needs of contemporary
knowledge workers.
ONE PLAN
When you hear Alan talk about things
like organizational strategy, objectives
and communication, you can’t help
but think about a bunch of people
gathered at some sort of a monumental
athletic event. That event is taking
place at a massive stadium with a huge
scoreboard. The scoreboard is clearly
and easily accessed by everyone in
attendance and is updated in real time
to accurately reflect the action that is
taking place on the field.
People that excel at their chosen
profession and take pride in their
contributions are like players, coaches
or fans in that stadium. They want
to see their team win, but along the
way they have a need to see how
things stand.
ZERO TOLERANCE

Alan’s storied career is welldocumented. He began as a talented
and dedicated knowledge worker
himself (long before the term emerged)
and soon became a manager of others
with similar pedigrees and potential.
From that point forward, he chronicled
his experiences as a leader and
manager at both Boeing and Ford to
write his book, “Working Together: 12
Principles for Achieving Excellence
in Managing Projects, Teams, and
Organizations.”
Here
are
three

Inevitably, knowledge workers live on
the edge. They are the people who
everybody goes to when nobody
knows what to do. Think of the scene
in “Apollo 13” where a team of NASA
scientists is trying to figure out how
to get Tom Hanks and Kevin Bacon
back to earth safely. What happens
when your organization is in a crisis
due to disruptive change? Somebody
huddles the knowledge workers up
and presents the problem that needs
to be solved.
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Guess what you can’t have in
those settings? Sarcasm. Pettiness.
Backstabbing. Alan Mulally instituted
a cultural norm at Ford that he coined
“zero tolerance for bad behavior,”
and he enforced it. In that regard, his
leadership efforts were more focused
on how people were treating each
other than anything else.
EGO
It is impossible to effectively lead
knowledge workers without recognizing
the incongruence of the traditional
organizational hierarchy for that
objective. As Mulally taught us, you
have to check your ego at the door.
If you think about the best boss you
ever had, chances are you would
describe them as a person who
gave credit to others and assumed
responsibility when things didn’t go
as planned. Conversely, if you were
asked to think about your worst boss,
you would likely reverse that pattern
(they figured out a way to take credit
when things went well and blame
others when they didn’t).
Which reminds us of something
Peter Drucker used to say eloquently
and often: “Our mission is to make a
positive difference, not to prove how
smart we are.”
Marshall Goldsmith is the world
authority in helping successful leaders
get even better. Sam Shriver is the
executive vice president at The Center
for Leadership Studies. Email Marshall
and Sam.
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DR. KRISTAL WALKER, CPTM

DIVERSITY AND
INCLUSION

D&I 2023: POSITIONING
LEARNING LEADERS TO ADD
EVEN GREATER VALUE
Learning leaders have spent the
last two years trying to understand
their role in the larger diversity and
inclusion (D&I) picture. We have been
approached by stakeholders to build
training with measurable outcomes,
ensure our content is inclusive of our
prospective audiences and, in some
cases, asked to contribute to the
overall organization’s D&I strategy. It’s
a big ask, and one that requires even
greater understanding of D&I best
practices, our personal biases and our
company’s own unique business case
for D&I. More importantly, it requires
us to take our relationships with
organizational stakeholders to the next
level if we truly want to be impactful in
our efforts and continue adding value.
The last two years have shown us that
relationships matter now more than
ever. To move D&I initiatives forward,
learning leaders should focus on forging
relationships
with
organizational
stakeholders to leverage both their
influence and intellect for even greater
strategic alignment. In some cases,
it may require a full rebrand of the
organizational strategy. In other cases,
it may require a simple tweak to an
existing process. In any case, below
are three ways that learning leaders
can use relationships to add greater
value to D&I work in the coming year.
BE AUTHENTIC AND
USE YOUR VOICE
D&I is often positioned as a human
resources (HR) topic or initiative. As a
result, learning leaders may hesitate
to take on D&I initiatives for fear of

overstepping their bounds. But D&I
is everyone’s responsibility. Learning
leaders should be authentic in their
interactions, particularly because they
are often seen as the “go-to” person
for many organizational challenges. We
should also use our voice to challenge
the status quo when it limits innovation.
For example, are the images we use
reflective of the diversity we wish to
see? Do all the leaders in our case
studies look the same? Do our activities
and exercises reinforce stereotypes?
If the answers to these questions are
not progressing D&I initiatives, then it
could be a sign our lack of authenticity
is holding us back. It could also mean
that we are missing opportunities
to truly lead in our work by initiating
much-needed change in areas where
we have full autonomy.

TO CREATE INCLUSIVE
ENVIRONMENTS,
WE NEED TO BE
COMFORTABLE WITH
DISCOMFORT.

be comfortable with discomfort and
create opportunities for people to have
courageous conversations with each
other. These are the conversations that
challenge our beliefs and assumptions
— and help us learn and grow. We
can do this by creating forums where
diverse perspectives are valued and
respected, and where people feel safe
enough to share their experiences.
We should normalize feedback as a
standard for two-way communication.
INCREASE YOUR SUBJECT
MATTER EXPERTISE
Part of being an effective leader
is continuously expanding your
knowledge and understanding of the
world around you. D&I work is no
different. Reading articles, books and
other resources about D&I is one sure
way to increase your subject matter
expertise. Another is simply leveraging
the ideas in this article.

DON’T BE AFRAID TO HAVE
DIFFICULT CONVERSATIONS

If you want to create inclusive
environments, you must become
knowledgeable about the experiences of
people who are different from you. This
includes understanding the systemic
barriers that serve to marginalize
those within your organization. The
key is to keep an open mind and a
willingness to grow, while also ensuring
that everyone else has an opportunity
to shine.

Learning leaders may shy away from
conversations about D&I issues for
fear of offending someone or creating
conflict. But if we want to create
inclusive environments, we need to

Dr. Kristal Walker, CPTM, is the vice
president of employee wellbeing at
Sweetwater. Kristal is also a facilitator
for Training Industry’s Diversity and
Inclusion Master Class. Email Kristal.
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When employees can tie their learning
to a bigger purpose, they will be more engaged
in the experience and more motivated to learn.

Learners want to know “what’s in it for me”
(WIIFM). It is a common method to tell learners
what they will learn at the beginning of a
learning program to garner connection between
the learner and the topic. However, as learners’
expectations evolve, learning and development
(L&D) professionals need to think differently to
meet these new expectations.
Learners want to become part of the learning
ecosystem — not simply bystanders or
recipients of the learning. They want to be part
of the learning. Therefore, the opening WIIFM
slide listing what they will learn no longer hits
the mark. It is critical to look at the bigger
picture and broader purpose of learners’ intent
and motivations.
For L&D professionals, this means assisting
learners in finding content that can be pulled
apart and customized based on functions,
levels, geography and more. Learners want
content to be personalized, immediate and
impactful, so L&D teams need to ensure that
the full spectrum and complexity of the modern
learner’s needs are met.

KEY MOTIVATORS OF THE MODERN LEARNER
Delivering learning activities and programs
that meet the needs of learners, keeps their
attention and produces behavioral change
requires an upfront step to better understand
the learner. The fast-paced, ever-changing work
environment learners operate in changes from
week to week and month to month, creating a
need for learning that directly addresses not
only their motivators but also their barriers.
The modern learner may be busy, but they are
hungry to learn. This intrinsic drive fuels their

sense of purpose and passion, motivates them
to engage their innate curiosity in the pursuit (and
application) of new knowledge. They want to
move from dependency to autonomy, and to do
that they strive to make their own decisions about
learning, which is the key to unlocking purpose.
Along with the hunger to learn, modern learners
are curious and driven by inquiry. A combination
of curiosity and exposure increases the
development of skills. According to a paper
on states of curiosity and the hippocampus
published in Neuron magazine, “People are
better at learning information that they are
curious about … Memory for material presented
during curious states is enhanced.”
Lastly, the modern learner is social and strongly
believes in the value of relationships. They are
empowered by the ease with which they can
now share their ideas and get feedback from
others. Modern learners need the opportunity to
connect real ideas in a world outside the limits
of the learning program. According to LinkedIn
Learning’s 2021 Workplace Learning Report,
“Learners who used social features spent 30x
more hours learning than those who didn’t.”
Modern learners want to share and receive ideas
and feedback from others and find learning from
others to be highly beneficial.

HUMAN-CENTERED DESIGN:
BEST PRACTICES FOR
REAL-WORLD APPLICABILITY
Wrapped into the heart of any learning experience
or program is human-centered design. Learners
are not passive in their learning, so understanding
the context of their work is critical in delivering
impactful learning experiences.
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START WITH EMPATHY
Design thinking starts with empathy,
which is a vital skill for learning
experience design. ADDIE and other
traditional instructional design theories
focus on fact-based audience analysis.
However, design thinking associates
the feeling with the tasks, adding
empathy and perspective to create a
more holistic view.
The broader view of audience analysis
requires the creation of learner personas.
To accomplish this, consider how learners
access learning resources, how they solve
real problems and how they get better at
their jobs. Understanding the unique dayto-day environment and challenges of our
learners is critical.
Another consideration for this phase is
creating an empathy map. In terms of
learner audience analysis, the empathy
map complements the work done to
build personas. The empathy map,
borrowed from user experience design,
is a tool for going deeper into the world
of employees in an organization’s
ecosystem to show how learners
experience their world.
The added importance of learner personas
and empathy maps is to help learners find
their purpose. When employees can tie
their learning to a bigger purpose, they
will be more engaged in the experience
and more motivated to keep their learning
journey going. This is about making sure
the learning is applicable to the learner,
making it clear how they will use the
knowledge in their roles back on the job
and connect back to the bigger picture of
the organization and business strategy.

CREATE A SENSE OF PURPOSE
The next step is to take the learning
lessons from the empathize stage and
turn them into action, so that what
emerges from the process is a sense
of purpose that propels the learner
forward. This is where the humanization
of the research insights comes into play.
Part of that process is thinking through the
learning journey and how that relates to
the five moments of learning need to meet
the learner where they are. Gottfredson
and Mosher’s Five Moments of Learning
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QUICK TIPS
Learner Personas
Gather data for learner personas through conversations, interviews,
focus groups, co-creation and observation to get a peek into the life of
the learner. In the end, you should have several personas that provide a
tangible sense of your learners.
Persona template ideas:
• Miro’s quadrant templates.
• Canva’s resume templates.
• Gloo’s learner persona template.

Empathy Maps
Taking time to imagine the modern learner’s life and their story can
result in a better understanding of who they are and in effect create
more impactful learning experiences. Get started with an empathy map
template to help visualize the concept.
Note: Watch that stereotypes and social judgments do not slip into the
learner personas and empathy maps, as that will defeat the purpose
entirely. Have a process in place to validate the results by a few crosssections of others in the organization.

Need forces us to think holistically about
a learner’s journey.
1. New: Learning something new through
formal learning to understand concepts,
context, process, procedures and
details.
2. More: Expanding knowledge through
experiential learning by doing the
task through simulations, games
or practicing with someone who is
observing and providing feedback.
3. Apply: Putting the learning into
practice through informal learning,
finding things out independently
through performance support tools

that help with application on the job
like digital adoption platforms, job aids
or quick reference guides, available at
the point of need.
4. Solve: When things do not go as
planned, lean on social learning to
problem solve, learn best practices,
share new ideas through communities
of practice, open Q&A forums,
mentors and coaches.
5. Change: Learning a new way of doing
something that has already been
deeply ingrained into mindsets and
work practices requires a variety of
learning options.

1

New

2

More

3

Apply

4

Solve

5

Change

Asses, Test,
Validate

Job Rotations,
Stretch Assign

Games,
Simulations

DAP, Job Aids,
Support Tools

Coaching/
Mentoring

Communities
of Practice

Learning
Cohorts

On-the-Job
Training, VR

Online /
Self-Directed

VILT/ILT Interaction

FIGURE 1.

Chart 1 - Example by learning modality. Created by Elizabeth Greene.

There is a difference when people are
learning how to do something for the
first time versus when they need to learn
a new way of doing something that has
already been deeply ingrained into their
daily practice. As Gottfredson and Mosher
write, “If organizations are interested in
advancing employee performance, they
must understand the moments when
employees need access to learning and
in what modality works best.”
Figure 1 represents this concept aligned
with the learning modalities to create a
simple map, but how the pieces are put
together will vary by topic and audience.
For learners to find their purpose,
enable them to do their best work in the
moments that matter.

For learners to find their
purpose, enable them to
do their best work in the
moments that matter.

CREATE CONNECTIONS TO
LEARNING USING SOCIAL AND
EMOTIONAL TIE-INS
Modern learners are empowered by
connections and building relationships
during and after their learning, and
they find value in those interactions.
An employee survey by Gartner
and ReimagineHR found that 41% of
respondents don’t feel connected to
colleagues while working remotely, so
be extremely intentional about creating
social connections for learners.
Focus on putting the humans in the
learning by encouraging discussion
and the cultivation of a knowledge
sharing culture. Studies have shown that
knowledge sharing in the workplace
can improve task efficiency and
organizational performance.
Social
technologies
provide
an
opportunity for instantaneous access
to the collective wisdom within —
and beyond — the organization.
Collaboration and knowledge sharing,
learning from (and with) others is natural
and highly effective. We are used
to turning to others for advice in the
workplace and this is now easier and
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more widely available through social
networking tools. Think about wrapping
points of collaboration into your learning
journeys: Breakout/discussion groups,
communities of practice, cohorts, peer
coaching, mentoring, observing, roleplay or simulations/labs.

MOVING FORWARD
To be an effective learning organization
that designs learning with purpose in
mind, it is important to have empathy,
to listen and engage with learners to
provide learning that matters and adds
value. L&D should be out in the trenches
learning how to support and develop
people and teams. This involves learning
how people get better at their jobs, how
they solve problems and creating hyperpersonalized learning experiences at the
learner’s point of need. Our job is enabling
learners to explore in moments of inquiry
and curiosity to fuel their passion and
create true moments of purpose.
Elizabeth Greene is the senior director
of global learning and organizational
development at Lam Research, with
20 years of experience in reinventing
corporate learning programs. Email
Elizabeth.
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“This is really boring!”

The

New Rules
of

HYBRID
Engagement
By Patti Sanchez

Three of our content developers
were working hard on creating
a training webinar about hybrid
communication best practices.
They had been refining their talking
points for over a week and felt good
about how it was coming together.
But then came rehearsal day.
As soon as they began rehearsing it
aloud, they looked at each other with
a knowing glance. That’s when
the chorus of groans emerged,
as they agreed: Their content was
so dull. They wouldn’t want to sit
through their own material, so why
would anyone else?
Maybe you’ve had a similar
epiphany when building your own
training. Maybe your eyes glazed
over as you stared at a draft you’ve
worked tirelessly on, only to sit back
and think, “I’m leading this session,
and I don’t even want to go to it.”
It takes creativity and effort to
craft training that people enjoy
attending. But it’s especially
important to get right in a virtual
and hybrid environment so

It’s our job as
trainers to
think about
the different
ways our
learners are
showing up so
we can meet
them where
they are.
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learners gain the knowledge they need
to thrive in the new world of work —
and feel a greater sense of belonging
along the way. The truth is, the rules
of learner engagement have changed,
and as trainers, we need to adapt.

kind of disengagement doesn’t bode
well for creating effective learning
environments — or inclusive cultures,
for that matter.
Building inclusive and effective hybrid

Hybrid is Changing
the Game for Everyone
As trainers and facilitators in live
settings, we knew how to grab our
audience’s attention and keep them
involved in the discussion. Then,
as the world shifted to virtual, we
all quickly pivoted to adjust and reengage learners in new ways using the
technology at our disposal. Now, we’re
exploring how to bring the best of
these two worlds together to ensure all
learners feel seen, heard and engaged
— especially given that learners are
distracted more than ever.

It takes
creativity and
effort to craft
training that
people enjoy
attending.

A survey of more than 2,000
Americans found that 54% of those
who had recently switched to remote
work reported being more distracted
at home. Another 29% said they were
more distracted at the office. No matter
where we work, people find it hard to
stay focused.

learning experiences is critical because
hybrid is here to stay. In fact, 74% of
U.S. companies are currently using or
plan to implement permanent hybrid
work models. So, the question we
must ask as learning and development
(L&D) professionals is this: How do we
design experiences that truly engage
and involve learners in a hybrid world?

Not only are learners likely to be
distracted, they’re also prone to
feeling disconnected from colleagues,
especially in a virtual or hybrid
environment. Some of this is due to the
nature of remote learning itself, which
is less immersive than face-to-face
training. The very technology we use
to interact with learners online creates
a barrier between us and them —
shrinking the facilitator down to a tiny
digital window that dilutes the impact
of their words and gestures.
But the way facilitators use technology
can further alienate learners. Virtual
participants often feel like an
afterthought in comparison to those
who are in the room. This is especially
true if the presenter isn’t actively
monitoring the chat or making eye
contact with the camera lens. Some
participants feel so disconnected
they opt out, turning off their cameras
and disengaging completely. That

participant who planned to come
in-person, but now has to join from
home so they can care for a kiddo
who suddenly got sick? How about
the participant who’s logging on from
another country in the dead of night
and struggling mightily to stay awake
by downing their fourth cup of coffee?
These are very real scenarios. And
it’s our job as trainers to think about
the different ways our learners are
showing up so we can meet them
where they are. But we can’t stop at
simply putting ourselves in their shoes.
We must strategically build training that
is inclusive, engaging and ultimately
worth their time and attention. And this
means taking the time to ensure you’re
developing high-quality content.

There’s No Substitute
for Great Content

Here are four keys to creating effective
virtual and hybrid learning experiences.

Always Begin
with Empathy
This means putting yourself in the
shoes of your participants. Whether
they are right in front of you or halfway
around the world, are you anticipating
how they may be showing up? Better
yet, are you giving them what they
really need to be successful, regardless
of where they are?
Start by thinking about the environment
your participants are in and how you
can make it more conducive to their
learning. How will you greet the inperson attendee who arrives frazzled
after battling traffic and needs a few
minutes to decompress before diving
in? How do you plan to involve the
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Duarte has long had its own Golden
Rule: Never deliver a presentation you
wouldn’t want to sit through. The same
holds true for training.
When crafting a course, we always ask
ourselves: “Would I want to sit through
this training? Would I be engaged if I
were in the learner’s seat?” If not, ask
yourself what would be engaging and
build your material around that.
An easy place to start is by incorporating
storytelling. That’s where the content
developers I mentioned earlier realized
they needed to shift. So, they went
back to the drawing board to rewrite
their material, weaving in personal
experiences, case studies and anecdotes
based on studies and statistics.
Why? Because stories are naturally
engaging. They make training content
stickier by creating novel experiences
that learners will always remember.

The Secret to High
Engagement:
Bring the Novelty
When it comes to engaging hybrid and
virtual presentations, predictability is the
enemy. And the way to overcome the
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Minimize Disconnection
by Maximizing Interaction

predictable is variety. Creating novel
experiences adds enough variety
to keep learners on the edge of
their seats.

As you plan interactions, focus on how
you’ll involve both online and in-person
participants. You could switch between
each group by asking for an in-room
volunteer followed by an online volunteer.
For an equitable experience, every
participant should interact with the same
virtual platform to create a shared sense
of togetherness.

One of your biggest challenges in the
virtual space is distractions. You can’t
control if a learner gets an urgent text
message or if the Amazon driver sets
off their dog. That’s why incorporating
interactions to refocus attention is a must.

Novel experiences flood the brain with
dopamine, the chemical associated
with rewards, which makes people feel
happier and accelerates their learning.
Novelty feels like a pleasant change
of pace to learners’ brains, reigniting
their curiosity and interest.

There’s a variety of ways you can engage
learners depending on the technology
platform you’re using for your training.
But generally, interactions fall into three
buckets: simple, moderate, and complex.

Research in educational settings found
that students start to lose focus 10
minutes into a lecture. Savvy educators
can adapt by dividing 60-minute talks
into 20-minute chunks and breaking
those up with interactivity at least every
10 minutes. The result is increased
attention and retention of information.

Hybrid Can Create a Rich
Opportunity for Learning
Virtual and hybrid trainings bring
some challenges, but they also bring
opportunities. Delivering content online
expands the possibilities for L&D on a
global scale. If done well, you can harness
technology in a way that holds participants’
attention and even fosters greater
connection between them. And you can
train teams with more efficiency than ever
before, equipping them to fulfill their roles
with excellence and excitement.

Simple interactions help participants
get acclimated to the session. These
are quick interactions that warm up your
audience, like sending an emoji in the
chat or asking a poll question.
Moderate interactions give learners
more opportunities to engage. For
instance, ask participants to answer
a question in the chat or have them
come off mute to share their reactions
to a concept.

One way to increase novelty is to create
engaging content in consumable bites.
That means serving up your ideas in
smaller doses, using a variety of content
types to cut through the noise, as well
as incorporating interactions that help
people connect with you and your
ideas. The same is true for your visuals
and your delivery. Variety in the types of
slides you show and the way facilitators
speak to them will make the experience
more interesting for learners, too.

Patti Sanchez is the author of “Presenting
Virtually: Communicating and Connecting
with Online Audiences.” As chief strategy
officer for Duarte, Inc., Patti creates training
products and teaches others how to create
authentic connections with audiences and
influence change through persuasive
communication. Email Patti.

Complex interactions draw participants
into deeper dialogue with you and with
one another. Think small-group discussions
in breakout rooms or collaborative
brainstorms on virtual whiteboards.

3 Ways to Incorporate Story
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1

2

3

Unit

Thread

Theme

Use a story as a single unit
of information at a specific
moment in the training. This
is a great option if you want
participants to remember a
certain point or takeaway.

Thread a story throughout
your training by splitting it into
multiple scenes that appear at
different points in your lecture.
Like seeing “to be continued” at
the end of a TV episode, learners
will eagerly look forward to the
story’s resolution.

Highlight a central detail or
image in a story and use it as
a recurring theme that ties
everything together. This aids
cohesion, allowing learners
to see how everything
fits together.

It’s no longer enough to find
employees who can physically do
the job. Organizations are searching
for employees who not only possess
the traditional hard skills, but also
possess creativity, problem-solving
skills, adaptability and leadership.
These soft skills bring integrity and
ingenuity to the workplace, allowing
organizations to keep up with the
rapidly changing demands of a
modern economy.
With employee retention, upskilling and
reskilling top of mind for organizations,
training has become a top priority. In
addition to training the more traditional
hard skills, modern training modules also
aim to develop the soft skills necessary
to function in today’s business world. But
such training has become even more
challenging, given that more employees
are working remotely.
The challenge is this: How can
organizations engage their employees
in ongoing training and measure their
retention when they are no longer
located in the same space? For some
cutting-edge organizations, the answer
is found by using virtual reality (VR)
technology. VR allows organizations to
train both hard and soft skills by using
the same training modalities, allowing
them to invest in one set of equipment
to accomplish more than one crucial goal.
VR training, especially when combined
with other training modalities in a
blended learning environment, offers
employees the opportunity to learn
at their own pace, and provides
managers with in-depth insights to
better understand how their training
contributes to the greater business.
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As VR technology continues to evolve,
its use will become more ubiquitous. The
flexibility of VR training can revolutionize
your ability to improve your employees’
performance and engagement for the
long haul.

VR Training is Not a Fad
Virtual reality has long been used in
gaming and to create other recreational
activities. That often makes it difficult for
organizational trainers to take it seriously
in the realm of training employees.
But as more organizations recognize
the advantages VR training has when
combined with traditional training
modalities, the possibilities for growth
suddenly become more apparent.

Considering that nearly half of VR’s
enterprise users are educational
companies and institutions, VR is
rapidly establishing itself as a valuable
educational and training tool. From
manufacturing to retail companies, VR
is being used to immerse learners and
trainees in common workplace situations
to practice daily tasks and skills.
An advantage for organizations is that,
once invested, the technology can be
used to train employees on hard skills
and soft skills seamlessly. It also allows
training managers to easily update
training materials as job requirements
and
organization-wide
standards
change. Though it may cost more to
invest in VR training technology, the
long-term payoffs are much greater.

Flexibility Is Key
What makes VR training so innovative
is that it can be utilized across diverse

skill sets. For example, it can be used
in intensive technical training to
teach employees hard skills in a safe
environment — and the same equipment
can be used for sales role-playing as
well as communication building.
With the increased use of haptic
gloves (see sidebar), which allow more
realistic VR immersion in tasks, VR will
continue to improve its ability to mirror
real-life situations more realistically
than ever before. In addition to the
use of haptic gloves, improvements
in the hardware will also continue to
make VR training more accessible.
Employees will increasingly be more
ready to tackle tasks in real life after
VR training.

But the usefulness of VR training isn’t
limited to hard skills. As the technology
has improved, so too has its ability
to train soft skills. From diversity,
equity and inclusion (DEI) topics
to how to lead a team effectively,
improving VR technology allows
organizations to recreate workplace
situations that could be more difficult
or uncomfortable to recreate with inperson training.
Currently, VR technology can provide
realistic
interactions
with
virtual
colleagues, which allows the employee
to make mistakes without harming real
relationships. A department leader
can test out different communication
strategies to deal with a difficult employee
in a safe environment. By practicing
these skills virtually, they will be prepared

to handle these difficult conversations
when they occur in real life.
As impressive as VR opportunities are
today, the future for expanding VR’s
reach into other training opportunities is
even brighter.

The Evolution of VR
to Mixed Reality
The next step in virtual reality’s
evolution will be a mixed reality (MR)
enhanced VR experience, which will
combine VR and augmented reality
(AR) technologies to expand the types
of training that can take place. An
MR setting will provide learners the
chance to coexist and interact with
physical and digital objects in real
time, setting the stage for even more
realistic training in a safe environment
than ever before.
Though MR is not here yet, it is the next
logical step in VR development. The
advancement of passthrough camera
technology will improve the quality and
refresh rates of simulations and will
more accurately depict the learner’s
virtual environment around them. MR
will eventually advance VR training to
the point where organizations will create
any possible scenario that an employee
might encounter and provide them with
the skills to handle any challenges that
might come up.

Where We Are Going
As organizational training continues to
evolve, it will be imperative to adopt
learning technologies for your toolbox.
They will expand the types of training
your organization is able to do and
how you do them. In a world where in-

A haptic glove is a wearable device that allows users to experience realistic
touch and interactions through advanced tactile feedback, eliminating the
need for handheld VR controllers. This helps minimize any distractions from
handheld controllers and allows learners to complete realistic interactions
just as they would in real life.
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VR training makes learning
more interactive and impactful,
particularly when used in
conjunction with other training
methods in a blended learning
program. The advantages of
VR training include (but are not
limited to):
Wide accessibility.
Multi-participant immersion.
The ability to customize training
to specific situations that occur
within an organization.
Providing employees with the
chance to make mistakes in a
safe environment without them
having a real-world impact on
the business.
On-demand capabilities.

office interactions are becoming less
and less common, effective training will
necessitate the use of technologies than
can provide the in-person experience
from remote locations.
Whether it’s used to train hard skills
or soft skills, VR can expand the way
employees interact with the training
materials, increasing engagement
and information retention in the
process. For organizations, it provides
opportunities to measure training’s
overall effectiveness using advanced
metrics. The immediate feedback will
allow organizations to make informed
decisions about their training programs,
which will keep training relevant to
rapidly changing business conditions.
In short, the use of VR training will
eventually become a vital part of your
training programs as you look to train
the workforce of the future. It will
revolutionize the way employees learn
how to do their jobs and will improve
their performance because of its ability
to be more specific and actionable than
ever before.
Scott Stachiw is the director of immersive
learning at Roundtable Learning, a
Chagrin Falls, Ohio-based immersive
training organization. Email Scott.
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Most knowledge workers are being managed like
manual workers, which is counterproductive.

P

eter F. Drucker, who Businessweek
declared “the man who invented
management,” credited “training” with being
“the one truly effective engine of economic
development” in the 20th century. In his
book, “Post-Capitalist Society,” Drucker
argued that training earned this praise due
to its critical role transforming an unskilled
agrarian population into highly productive
industrial labor.
Throughout the 1990s, Drucker cautioned
management that knowledge work
was a wholly different kind of work
than the manual labor for which today’s
organizations and management are
still designed. He further advised that
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improving the productivity of knowledge
work remained the single greatest
challenge facing managers, in his article,
“Knowledge-Worker Productivity: The
Biggest Challenge,” which appeared in
California Management Review.
A search for “improving knowledge
worker productivity” suggests this
challenge remains unresolved. Has
the unprecedented global market
expansion of the past 40 years
shielded businesses from this reality? If
so, today’s sharply rising wages, prices
and interest rates may now pressure
executives to make knowledge worker
productivity a top priority.

A NEW RESPONSIBILITY
FOR L&D
Have you considered what role today’s
learning and development (L&D) function
could play in transforming today’s legacy
industrial organizations into the highly
productive knowledge-work organizations
businesses will need to succeed in the 21st
century? There is good reason to believe
that L&D can once again be a central force
in economic transformation.
I have been leading teams to improve
the productivity of knowledge workers
for the past 20 years. This experience
includes more than 300 projects in largescale knowledge work operations within

major organizations in a wide range of
industries and several regions of the
world. The effectiveness of these projects
enables management to witness firsthand
the potential of management systems
designed specifically to support knowledge
workers. In many cases, these projects
compel organization-wide transformations
to support all knowledge workers.
Perhaps the challenge isn’t that
we don’t know how to improve the
productivity of knowledge workers.
Rather, it is that executives need to see
it work (i.e., at least a pilot program)
within their operation before they will
bet on a change that could disrupt
current success.
This is where L&D gets involved. In most of
our projects, the company’s L&D function
provides essential support, including
employee and executive interviews,
group facilitation, work analysis,
development program design, and more.
Few, if any, other company functions
understand both human work and human
nature, which are central to improving
knowledge worker productivity.

HOW IS KNOWLEDGE
WORK DIFFERENT?
Current management principles, systems
and methods were conceived to control
manual work, which creates value by
performing standardized tasks – hence
the engineering maxim, “variation creates
waste.” In contrast, knowledge work
depends on variation to create value, with
knowledge workers customizing their
response to each opportunity to maximize
the value created. Figure 1 on page 28
illustrates this and other differences.
Manual work is divided into standardized
tasks — the people performing this work
are told what, where and how to do their
work. The result is work that can be
taught to and performed by most people
to yield predictable output at the lowest
possible wage cost.
In contrast, knowledge work begins with
human capital — a person’s potential to
create socioeconomic value based on
their education, capability development
and experience. This human capital
is matched with responsibilities that

convey specific opportunities to apply
this potential to create value.

The L&D function
understands both
human work and
human nature,
which are central
to improving
knowledge worker
productivity.

Whereas knowledge workers can create
“minimum” value just by assuming a
responsibility (i.e., response-ability), they
can create additional if not unlimited
value by:
• Providing

exceptional service
(e.g., perceive unspoken needs,
demonstrate sincere concern).

• Exceeding

typical
business
outcomes (e.g., secure a larger
contract, lower costs).

• Creating intellectual assets with

continuing value (e.g., develop
software, improve process).

• Supporting management’s strategic

intentions (e.g., encourage others,
take initiative).

It is this virtually unlimited potential to
create value that should drive any attempt
to improve knowledge worker productivity.
Indeed, the future success of most
businesses will depend on management’s
continuing ability to identify sources of
new socioeconomic value for knowledge
workers to actualize.

STOP LIMITING KNOWLEDGE
WORKER PRODUCTIVITY
Manual worker productivity is best
improved by reducing labor costs. In
sharp contrast, knowledge worker
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productivity is best improved by realizing
more of the value potential inherent in
each opportunity, which is contingent on
three primary factors:

1.

Job and role design (e.g.,
“win-win”
employment
terms,
robust responsibilities, challenging
opportunities, minimal unrelated
time demands).

2.

Knowledge worker capability
(e.g., human capital, role mastery,
achievement intention, work ethic, selfdiscipline, character, relationships).

3.

Organizational support (e.g.,
minimal constraints, autonomy,
supportive culture, helpful manager,
onboarding, development, technology,
facilities, adequate resources).

Before we focus on how to improve
knowledge worker productivity, take
a moment to recall a few specific
knowledge workers in your organization
(including yourself), and consider their
situation relative to these three factors.
Can you imagine how potential changes
to any of the above factors could improve
the person’s productivity?
Chances are you can, because most
organizations continue to manage all
or most of their people with the same
top-down control-oriented management
principles, systems and methods
conceived a century ago to manage
manual workers. Management’s instinct
is to retain these methods because they
have been highly effective in years past.
The bottom line is that most knowledge
workers are being managed like manual
workers, which is counterproductive.
These are capable people with complex
challenges and they need to be organized
and managed to give them every possibility
to maximize the value realized from their
responsibilities and specific opportunities.

YOU CAN IMPROVE
KNOWLEDGE WORKER
PRODUCTIVITY
The best place to begin to improve
knowledge worker productivity is by better
aligning relevant management principles,
systems and methods with the knowledge
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worker’s role and responsibilities by
identifying and reducing the impact of
whatever is getting in the way of creating
greater value. As Drucker affirms in his
article, “Knowledge-Worker Productivity:
The Biggest Challenge,” this approach
alone “usually doubles or triples
knowledge-worker productivity, and quite
fast.” More can be done, but this is the
best starting point.
L&D can do this work — after all, it is just
another important project. L&D is adept
at working throughout organizations, and
many of the management systems are
controlled by HR.
The work begins by securing an executive
sponsor, identifying a large-scale
knowledge work operation with unresolved
problems or untapped opportunities,
proposing to improve the productivity of a
key role by a minimum of 20% (i.e., simply
value at 20% of total payroll costs), and
securing management’s interest.
The next step is to interview the workers
and managers to understand the role and
the barriers to increased effectiveness.
Share these findings with other workers
and managers to refine, clarify and
explore potential minimum changes that
would enable greater achievement.
Next, negotiate with owners of the
relevant management systems (e.g., L&D,
information technology, performance
management, compensation, recruiting)
to secure temporary changes to support
an operational experiment for one or
more volunteer group(s). The goal is to
make enough changes to enable a higher
performance level to emerge as evidence
of the potential to create additional value.
Now, design and develop a temporary
“new operational reality” for the
participating group(s). Do this privately,
to preserve the experimental nature of
the experience. When ready, orient the
participants and begin the operational
experiment, making sure to allow a
new culture to arise by separating the
group(s) from the remaining organization
(i.e., control group).
Run the experiment for three to 12
months, with the stipulation to the
volunteer group(s) that the changes being
experienced might be adopted only if they
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result in improved performance. Assess
the performance dynamics and results
weekly, gathering verbal feedback from
individual workers and making limited
adjustments to the design when helpful.
Keep management informed, and don’t
be surprised when management wants
to talk about rolling out the changes to
everyone in the role.

INVITATION

Am I wrong or is this an initiative that
many L&D groups are capable of
executing — one that would be valuable
for executives to witness firsthand, both

to appreciate the untapped potential
of their knowledge workers, and to
learn a practical method for improving
knowledge worker productivity?
Can L&D be the force (once again) to
transform people from today’s legacy,
industrial-era organization into the
knowledge-era organization of highly
productive knowledge workers it needs to
become for future success?
Dr. James Pepitone is the director
of field application research for the
nonprofit Humaneering Technology
Initiative. Email James.
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Negotiating an annual learning and
development (L&D) budget with
business managers can feel like a
battle, especially if budgets are already
stretched. And being a successful
negotiator doesn’t come easy to many
of us. The NEG-PRO approach can help
you build confidence and get the budget
you need.

Why Are Budget
Negotiations So
Challenging?
We’ve all had times when we’ve put
off difficult budget conversations and
suffered in the end from procrastinating.
The biggest hurdle is often getting
started. Why?
Many of us view negotiation as “winlose” or “bargaining,” and it can be
intimidating to approach commercial
managers, who are often expert
negotiators. Our lack of experience,
time, resources or confidence can also
be hurdles and put us off.
Take the example of Ananya, a global
L&D lead in a large multinational
bank. Last year she and her team
implemented communications training
to upskill customer service teams in
three countries. They spent time and
resources on conducting a needs
analysis, content procurement and
advertising the program. They kept the
customer service country managers
informed, but when it came to approving
the budget, they consistently refused.
Why? The L&D team hadn’t collaborated
with them from the start due to feeling
intimidated by these commercial leads.
Negotiations can be a positive,
collaborative process when approached
with an open mindset and an
understanding of the budget-holders’
perspective. Read on to learn how.

So, How Can I Negotiate
like a Pro?
THE NEG-PRO NEGOTIATION
APPROACH
The British Council’s NEG-PRO
framework is a systematic approach that
can be used as the backbone to your
planning and execution of negotiations
with budget holders. It will enable you to
prepare effectively, communicate with
confidence and overcome challenges to
reach successful outcomes that benefit
all stakeholders. (See Figure 1.)
Crucially, NEG-PRO is a framework
rather than a linear process. In the early
days of using it, you may prefer to work
through the six steps in sequence.
Once you have more experience, you
will be able to vary the order or exclude
elements to create an approach that
best suits your context.

Build Confidence and
Get Started: Navigate,
Establish and Grow
Relationships
The first three elements of the NEG-PRO
process can help you plan effectively,
get started and approach discussions
with increased confidence. During this
phase, you need to:

NAVIGATE the context by
doing your groundwork.
ESTABLISH the basis

of your pitch.

GROW the relationship.
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To navigate the context successfully,
it’s important that you scope out and
understand the needs of the budgetholder. In these conversations, you
will need to adopt the attitude of a
collaborator rather than competitor —
listening carefully, showing empathy
and checking your understanding.
Use open-ended questions to probe their
pain points, objectives and motivations.
Equally important is asking follow-up
questions — always ask “Why?” and
“How does that impact the business?”
You might reveal hidden challenges and
fears based on their past experiences.
These deeper insights will enable you to
develop a detailed, targeted pitch that
addresses specific concerns up front.
If you’re having difficulty getting
information through questioning, try
multiple-choice questions, such as
exploring whether productivity or
engagement is a greater barrier to
performance currently. If this also fails,
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investigate what’s been done before
and probe what they feel worked, what
didn’t and the reasons why.
Once you’ve done the groundwork,
you’re ready to establish the content of
your pitch. While you may have already
identified your preferred outcomes,
it’s useful to be prepared with several
options and to remain open-minded
about the final decision.
During these phases, it’s essential to grow
relationships with your stakeholders. Use
preliminary fact-finding conversations
to build rapport and trust. Consider
the following:
\ Ask questions to find common ground.

so the customer service teams could
upskill at the same time as working —
service standards had to be maintained
and teams couldn’t afford to take time
out for training. They also felt that the
previous training was too generic and
only met the needs of those with lowerlevel skills.

The biggest
hurdle is often
getting started.

\ Listen to the words and phrases they
use and use them too.
\ Make small talk to get to know them
personally.
\ Leverage your network by asking
common contacts to help you with
background.
\ Refer to your previous experiences
and successes in this area.
Remember Ananya and her team? When
planning this year’s initiatives for the
customer services team, they needed a
new approach.
They used the Navigate, Establish and
Grow relationships approach to help
them regain the customer service country
managers’ trust and confidence. Firstly,
they leveraged their good relationship
with one of the country managers to gain
valuable insight into the reluctance of
another: He had been unhappy not to be
closely involved in decision-making the
previous year and had wanted to handpick the trainers rather than the global
L&D team making arrangements.
Through well-planned questions, the
team also discovered that the country
managers were dissatisfied with the
previous traditional classroom-based
delivery. They needed more flexibility
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Ananya and her team were able to
factor this into the planning and carried
out a more in-depth skills assessment
to compare individual levels with the
levels needed to provide customer
excellence. They prepared several
options for the program, proposing
a “menu” of microlearning combined
with trainer-led, small group sessions,
with freedom of choice for individuals
to create a personalized learning
pathway. They proposed that the group
sessions be led by more experienced
customer service executives, selected
by the country managers.

consider practising with a trusted
colleague and asking for feedback.
Try to arrange an initial pitch meeting
with your stakeholders. Face-to-face
negotiations typically end in mutually
beneficial agreements, with only 19%
ending in impasse as opposed to
50% of email negotiations. If hybrid
or cross-border working makes this
impossible, a video call works better
than audio or emails.
Remember, it’s not just what you say
that’s important. You should also speak
with varied pace and clear volume,
pausing to engage your stakeholders.
Investigate cultural expectations of eye
contact, gesture and facial expressions
to enliven your messages in an
appropriate way for your context. Invite
questions and feedback as you go to
keep the discussion flowing. Treat this
meeting as a collaboration and avoid
pushing for an agreement if the budgetholders aren’t ready.
Review your initial pitch and decide if
you need to reframe before the next
meeting or emailing the stakeholders.
This may involve you adapting your
proposal, rewording your ideas, asking
more questions or identifying areas of
common ground.

Now that you’ve planned, grown
relationships and started to build trust,
you’re ready to make your main pitch.

Ananya and her team found the first
pitch meeting tricky. Even though they
had a range of options and felt confident
after practicing together, the meeting
was fraught and the country managers
terse. They weren’t keen on the idea of
their teams creating their own learning
pathways — many of them lacked the
skills to select microlearning activities.
While they were critical of previous
external trainers, they pushed back on
the idea of using senior team members
to deliver the training due to lack of
resources. In fact, they were unconvinced
of the need to use trainers at all.

Budget-holders are more likely to agree
to your proposals if you can speak
calmly, clearly and without hesitation. To
build your confidence and demonstrate
executive presence when negotiating,

In the meeting review, Ananya
reminded her team to keep an open
mind and not take the criticism
personally. Once they took a more
objective approach, they realized that

Collaborate with
Creativity: Pitch
and Reframe

the meeting had been a very useful
information-gathering session.

trainer involvement would be crucial to
the success of the program. By gaining
the buy-in from their key contact first,
they were able to gain her support when
presenting the benefits to the other two.
This achieved the outcome of a training
program that all teams bought into.

When reframing, Ananya’s team adapted
the proposal to include a system that
would curate pathways based on
individuals’ specific learning needs. They
strongly believed that it was important
to involve trainers, as feedback was a
proven method to develop skills quickly.
They reworded this and focused on the
teams’ needs to upskill at pace, leading
to immediate business impact.

Remain Focused
Yet Flexible: Reach
Beneficial Outcomes

If deadlines are tight, consider small,
tentative agreements throughout. At the
end of the process, remind the budgetholders of the items they have agreed to
and ask for written commitment.

When meeting stakeholders again,
make sure you address any concerns
or objections they raised previously.
Summarize the key points and how
the adapted proposal will benefit the
business. It may take several meetings
or email conversations, reframing
after each, to reach a final decision.

Ananya and her team were able to agree
quickly with the customer service country
managers on the curated pathways. It
was, however, challenging to reach a
decision on trainer involvement in the
program. It took time to research and
provide analysis of return on investment
(ROI) to convince the budget-holders that
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Next time you feel pressured, nervous
or intimidated by training budget
negotiations, remember the NEG-PRO
approach. Remain open-minded, take
a step back and collaborate rather than
compete. By following the advice in each
of the steps, you can build confidence,
collaborate with creativity and remain
flexible and focused. This will positively
impact the outcomes of your budget
negotiations, leading to training that
achieves its outcomes and business
impact — something all of us need.
Kate Sullivan is head of services and
talent for British Council’s Corporate
English Solutions. She has over 25 years’
experience in skills analysis, learning
design, implementation and evaluation
for a range of organizations worldwide.
Email Kate.
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Historically, the role of the leader has been
results-focused, and “leadership” was
largely a top-down, directive operation.
And, although measurable success will
always be a key metric, the scope and
significance of the leader’s role today has
expanded exponentially and continues to
evolve with increasing complexity.
Employee priorities and expectations
reflect the “now normal,” everyday work
experience. Employees are driven by
personal motivations and want to feel
fulfilled, inspired and valued in their
role. They seek authentic and personal
connections to their manager and their
teams, both of whom play a critical role
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in shaping the employee experience. In
addition, the normalization of remote
work has provided a global talent pool
with leaders managing diverse remote
or hybrid teams across different time
zones and cultures.
These factors are just some of many
dynamic variables that the leaders of
today and tomorrow need to navigate
on a daily basis. At The Center for
Leadership Studies, we have studied the
attributes and tendencies of leaders for
50 years through our self and multirater
LEAD (Leadership Effectiveness and
Adaptability Description) assessments,
ongoing thought leadership research

and publications. Although the work
experience continues to change, we
know that the foundational skills and
characteristics that define effective
leaders remain consistent. These skills
and characteristics can be attributed to
the four core leadership competencies
of Situational Leadership®: Diagnose,
Adapt, Communicate, Advance.

The Four
Competencies   
There are several essential leadership
skills, attributes and behaviors embedded

in
these
foundational
constructs, including the
leader’s demonstrated ability
to inspire, build trust, set
goals, communicate, coach,
select, engage and retain
talent, build resilient teams
and lead through change.
The
four
competencies
enable leaders to recognize
and address an individual’s
performance needs at the
task level — not a general
assessment of the person
overall — to promote more
equitable and transformative
interventions. These skillbased competencies can
be purposefully developed
and honed throughout a
leader’s
journey
toward
more effective, intentional
leadership practices.

Diagnose   
In the context of our framework,
the term “diagnose” refers to
one’s ability to be thoughtful
and
intentional
about
understanding the situation
you are trying to influence. This
competency is increasingly vital
when leading dispersed and
hybrid work groups for which
clarity is critical. Being able to
accurately diagnose a situation
helps managers lead through
ambiguity and complexity by establishing
clarity and alignment on an individual’s
performance needs and expectations.
One way to practice this competency
is by asking diagnostic questions that
help the leader assess the individual’s
ability and willingness for a task. The
information the leader gathers should
shape the approach they take to meet
the needs of the situation. An accurate
and objective diagnosis on a task-bytask basis promotes alignment on the
individual’s needs for a task. This is not
their assessment of their performance
as a person, but simply an assessment
of their performance on the specific task.

Alignment on the task and performance
needs of an individual promotes a
shared understanding of expectations
and supports meaningful goal setting.

Adapt   
The adapt competency focuses on
the leader’s ability to determine the
approach that best meets the needs of
the individual and the situation. A leader’s
approach can vary greatly depending
on what they diagnosed the individual’s
ability and willingness for the specific
task to be, and may involve directive,
participative or empowering behaviors.
Each of us has natural leadership
strengths and areas for self-development.
Some of us possess the innate ability to
provide specific directions and closely
supervise, but struggle with letting go of
decision-making authority to empower
or delegate. Conversely, others can be
naturally collaborative or participative,
but struggle to provide guidance or
redirect the efforts of employees who are
clearly struggling. However, regardless of
the leader’s comfort level, they need to
be able to use the approach that matches
the individual’s performance needs to
avoid overleading and underleading.
Leaders who aspire to improve recognize
their natural strengths, as well as their
areas for self-development. In that
regard, “improving” is typically a function
of increased awareness. With that
objective in mind, Dr. Paul Hersey, creator
of Situational Leadership®, developed the
LEAD Summary Profile. LEAD is a 12-item
assessment that provides feedback on a
leader’s innate strengths, developmental
areas and leadership style adaptability.
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The LEAD Self provides an individual’s
self-assessment of their leadership
skills, whereas LEAD Other evaluates
360-assessment feedback from the
leader’s direct reports. The information
presented in the LEAD Other provides
compelling insight into how others
perceive the leader’s current influencerelated strengths, as well as the most
common mismatch scenarios on which
to focus for development.

LEAD Other
Data Insights   
To gain perspective on how leaders
were adapting to meet the needs of
their employees during the COVID-19
pandemic and into the “now normal,”
we evaluated our LEAD Other multirater
results for 66,991 leaders between
March 1, 2020 to May 31, 2022. During
this two-year period of disruption and
uncertainty, the data indicates the
following trends:
• Leaders responded with styles S3 and
S2 most frequently. The commonality
between these two approaches is that
both styles are high in relationship
behavior
(two-way
dialogue,
giving support, active listening).
S3 is a high-relationship/low-task
approach described as participating,
encouraging, problem-solving or
facilitating. S2 is a high-task/highrelationship style described as selling,
explaining, persuading or coaching.
• Leaders demonstrated adaptability
across the four leadership styles.
Although there was a slight increase
in S3 as compared to pre-COVID,
it wasn’t a pendulum swing to
overcompensate for fear and anxiety
during disruptive change.
• This data also reveals that, during
times of change and disruption,
people need varying combinations of
task and relationship behaviors. Each
individual reacts to change differently,
and leaders need to be able to flex
different leadership behaviors in the
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moment throughout the days, weeks
and months to fit the evolving needs
of those they influence.

Communicate   
The communicate competency involves
a leader interacting with others in a
way they can understand and accept.
Effective communication is, ultimately,
determined by others. There is often
a discrepancy between what the
leader says and what people hear. This
discrepancy can be explained by a
variety of factors, including tone, body
language, the communication medium
and more. However, the determining
factor of successful communication is
the impact it has on the performer — not
the intent of the leader. This requires
leaders to be flexible enough to stretch
and lean into the leadership style
behaviors that are less comfortable
and instinctive when it is what the team
member needs.
Remote and hybrid work environments
present innate barriers to communication
and connection that require a
heightened level of self-awareness,
authenticity and empathy. Different time
zones, reliance on video conferences,
chat- and text-based communication
and booked calendars can lead
to
miscommunication,
misplaced
assumptions and performance anxiety.
To combat this and the additional
challenges of the busy, modern
workplace, leaders should engage in
intentional, frequent communication that
builds trust and employee engagement.
Making the time to engage with team
members one-on-one sends a vital
message: You care. You are invested
in, and committed to, helping them be
successful and fulfilled in their role.
Effective communication involves
embracing and encouraging the
unique perspectives, experiences and
contributions of a diverse team. Fully
engaging in and appreciating the time you
share with each member of your team can
be the pivotal point between “The Great
Retention,” and “The Great Resignation.”
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Advance   

Looking Forward  

Utilizing the advance competency
means consistently meeting people
where they are as opposed to where
they used to be or have the potential
to be. This is a vital leadership skill
because nothing stays the same. Things
are either getting better, resulting in
development or they are getting worse,
resulting in regression. These changes
are even more difficult to monitor within
remote teams and at the speed of the
current work environment.

Whatever challenges leaders face, their
ability to diagnose, adapt, communicate
and advance equips them with the
skills necessary to evolve and lead.
Any organization can look at these four
competencies and evaluate whether
or not their managers, team leads and
executives are prepared to fulfill the
critical and complex role of today’s —
and tomorrow’s — successful leader.
Maria DalMolin is the senior learning
solutions designer at The Center for
Leadership Studies. Maggie Shibley is
the eLearning developer at The Center
for Leadership Studies. Email Maria
and Maggie.

Apply the Four
Competencies
for Leaders   
Diagnose
Effective leaders are continually
managing change by either accelerating
an individual’s development for a task
or preventing their task performance
from regressing. It’s important for a
leader to recognize that any progress
made will be iterative. There will be
unpredictable, inevitable setbacks.
Treating them as natural, teachable
moments creates opportunities for
increased performance growth and
engagement. Consistent, one-on-one
touchpoints in the flow of work enable
leaders to stay current on their team
members’ performance needs as
they evolve.
At the end of the day, leadership is
about others. And this type of intentional
alignment supports the leader’s ability to
connect with each individual on a personal
level, build trust and effectively influence
their team members’ performance
and engagement.

Accurately identify the task
and thoughtfully consider
the facts surrounding the
situation before determining
Performance Readiness®.

Adapt

Recognize the individual’s
Performance Readiness®
and consciously adjust to a
matching leadership style.

Communicate

Clearly articulate and
implement the proper
style that meets the
needs of the performer.

Advance

Promote the performer’s
task proficiency or redirect
regression toward
development.
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THE HOLY GRAIL OF L&D IS
GETTING PEOPLE TO REMEMBER
WHAT YOU TAUGHT THEM.
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By Juston Espinoza

O

K, the pretty pictures are
important,
but
what’s
more important are the goals
that learning and development
(L&D) and media/advertising
share. Think about it. Both fields
have three main goals when it
comes to people interacting with
their content: both want their
audiences to engage with their
materials, retain the information
given and act on that information.
Now, you may be thinking, “Yeah,
yeah. L&D takes care of all that.
There’s learning objectives and
assessments that measure these
things.” Right, there are and that’s
great. But there’s one massive
difference in how media and L&D
approach these goals: how they
treat the audience.

Upon entering the L&D world, fresh
from freelance and ad agency
design work, the difference was
blatant. It didn’t take long to see
that L&D generally approached
their students more like people
who have to be there rather than
people to be won over. Too strong?
Not really. When was the last time
you, in an L&D role, had to fight for
your learners’ attention? This isn’t
about people scrolling through
their phone during a session but
getting people to show up to a
session just because they want to,
especially with new hire training or
orientation. Companies tend to go
with the approach of, “The SMEs
know what’s best and what you
need to know, so you’ll sit down,
listen up and let’s toss in an activity
to spice things up!”
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Media, on the other hand? They have
to compete for your attention. No
one thinks to themselves, “You know
what I want? Another long commercial
break where someone just speaks to
me about their great product!” Nope,
media has to make it flashy, fun, sexy
or thought-provoking. They need to
get you to want to engage with their
content, on any kind of platform. And
after decades of advertising, they’re
pretty darn good at it. Not sold? In
the next 30 seconds, can you think of
at least five examples of media that
engaged you, where you retained the
info and acted on it?
So that begs the question: How do
we do that in L&D? Let’s dive down
that rabbit hole together, starting with
getting people engaged.

ENGAGE

Media professionals have mastered the
art of engaging their audiences, and I’m
not just talking about movies or Netflix
shows. There’s a reason the relaunch
ad campaign for the Ford Bronco looks
like it does (see images below).
Do you see a road anywhere? Nope.
They’re selling to a specific slice of
the market: People who want to go
off-roading, camping and exploring.
And this is just the rugged, yet stylish,
vehicle to do it in! They’re also selling
a persona to you. Let’s say you don’t
actually like going camping or don’t

want to wash mud out of places on
your car you didn’t know existed.
That’s cool, buy this car and people will
think you’re a rugged weekend warrior
of the two-track. The Bronco itself is
just a vehicle, and most people will
probably just drive it to work and the
grocery store, but they will definitely
feel cool doing it! These ads are a great
example of how advertisers cater to
exactly what their audience wants and
gives them content that reinforces that.

THINK ABOUT
WHY YOUR
AUDIENCE WANTS
YOUR CONTENT,
NOT NECESSARILY
WHAT THEY NEED.
Is L&D “selling” people exactly what they
want? Or is L&D giving learners what
they tell them they need? Which would
you prefer to get? And you can’t use the
line, “They want this training so they can
start their job!” or “They want this so they
don’t get fired!” Sorry, not good enough.
Especially if they can walk into another
place of business tomorrow and make
the same, or more, money. Take the time
to really think about why your audiences
want your content, not necessarily what

they need. People engage much more
with things they want to see.

RETAIN

The holy grail of L&D is getting people
to remember what you taught them.
Once more, there’s a lot to be learned
from the media world. An example?
Ba da, ba ba baaaa…
Chances are good, you’re lovin’ it right
now. This probably isn’t the only ad
jingle you remember either, or even
the only ad. A personal favorite is a
Coors Light billboard. It was the normal
mountainous backdrop, a big ‘ole Coors
logo, but the verbiage is what stood
out: “Colder than a breakup over text.”
Reading that billboard was followed
by a solid 10 minutes of cracking up.
That ad still sticks out to this day – after
seeing it once years ago at 75 miles an
hour. That’s some powerful stuff. They
delivered the message they wanted
people to know, “This beer is cold,” in a
way that was highly memorable.
Now, to be fair, the main reason for ad
retention is what’s called omnichannel
marketing. That’s a fancy term for “slather
a message on every aspect of the
audience’s life.” That McDonald’s jingle?
It’s on their radio ads, TV commercials,
social ads, print ads, everywhere. It’s
near impossible to see a McDonald’s
ad without at least seeing the “I’m
lovin’ it.” The same goes with any ad

Images courtesy of Ford Media Kit, ©Ford
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exact

campaign. The audience
is hit with messages in nearly every
aspect of their lives, which helps them
remember that they want french fries
on the way home.
This is pretty similar to a popular
argument in L&D: Learning is never
a “one-and-done” ordeal. While most
L&D professionals will never win the
battle of getting their learners in the
classroom repeatedly for the same
content, they can offer up some
omnichannel learning. Maybe the first
hit is an instructor-led training (ILT),
but the second? Why not a designed
email with tips or reminders? A onepage reminder that can be printed
and hung up? An eLearning module
that lets people advance through
levels of difficulty? A dedicated
intranet page? There’s no need to pull
people into a classroom for several
hours to reinforce their learning. Let’s
surround them with the content in a
continuous way that makes it easy for
them to retain the information.

ACT

To dive into how media gets you to act
on their information, think about candy.
Let’s say Kit Kats. It’s not uncommon to
see a Kit Kat advertisement while you’re
pumping gas. A friendly voice on the
pump’s video screen lets you know it’s
two for $1 and it’s only 20 feet away,
inside the station. Easy to act upon, right?
That same ad would not be as effective
if you were sitting at home watching TV.
No one would care that Gas Station X
had two for $1 Kit Kats, much less hop in
the car to go get them.

Another
thing
to
remember from the media world is that
all their content works to put people
through the sales funnel. What’s a
sales funnel? It’s a marketing tool to
target content that gets people to know
their brand exists (top of the funnel),
gradually shepherding them into the
customer status (bottom of the funnel).
Using the Kit Kat example above, by
the time you see that gas station ad
or the center aisle display, you know
what a Kit Kat is. You’ve probably had
one before, you know they’re tasty and
you’re going to buy one right now.
What’s the “learning funnel” in L&D?
How easy is it for learners to act upon
their education? Is the expectation that
people sit through six hours of lecture,
where their heads are crammed full of
information, then magically be able to
flawlessly perform when they show up
to their first shift on Monday? Hopefully
no, but realistically, this happens all the
time. Instead, how can L&D folks be
good guides down learning pathways?
Knowing there’s a “real world” out
there where these may or may not
get shot down in flames, there’s a
few quick wins to try. Mimic media by
slowing down the pace of education
and extending it, letting learners have
more time to digest the information they
need. Instead of offering one eighthour day, why not two four-hour days?
Give learners takeaways after they
leave class or complete the eLearning.
Provide supporting microlearning so if
learners are foggy on one small piece
of the information, they can get the
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info they need.
Think of ways that you can help your
learners down that learning funnel
from the top-most “I have no idea
where I am,” all the way down to “I’ve
got this!”

IT’S NOT WHAT YOU
SAY, IT’S HOW
YOU SAY IT
Once again, developing learning with
a media mindset doesn’t really have
anything to do with pretty pictures. It’s
all in how you present your information
to make the audience want to interact
with it, to use it. This doesn’t mean
toss out what your learners need to
know, or that all learning should be
snarky jokes that are Instagram-ready.
It means thinking through what’s
important to your learners, finding a
way to wrap them up in your message
and making it easy for them to do what
you want them to do.
After all, isn’t that why we’re here?
Juston Espinoza is a wandering
creative trained in visual effects and
motion graphics. Juston now works as
a senior transformation and innovation
specialist in HR at Spectrum Health,
incorporating design and creativity to
enhance his team’s work and drive
higher levels of learner engagement.
Email Juston.
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HOW to MEASURE
LEARNER ENGAGEMENT

BY LARS HYLAND
More and more organizations are
waking up to the value of measuring
learner engagement. In today’s hybrid
working environment, many managers
are rarely (if ever) in the same place as
their employees, so organizations must
identify new ways to measure learner
engagement beyond simply attending
the required learning sessions.
But learner engagement isn’t always the
easiest thing to measure. For starters,
it can be defined differently depending
on the organization and their objectives.
There are also many ways to measure
engagement, which means lots of
different metrics. Success should be
defined upfront, but often engagement
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is an afterthought of any learning
program — so where do we start?

Choosing the Right Metrics
There are many ways to measure
learner engagement, each with its
own benefits and drawbacks. On a
relatively basic level, this can go from
sign-up rates to active and total users.
The next step might be looking at
completion and drop-out rates or time
spent on each course. Beyond this, an
organization may look at the application
of learned skills or behaviors, through
the percentage of employees using
their new skills, productivity rates or
performance feedback.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the easiest metrics
to measure — such as sign-up rates and
completion rates, which will be collected
by any good learning management
system (LMS) — aren’t always the
best metrics to measure engagement.
Instead, looking at the application of new
skills is far more telling of true learner
engagement: Are the skills being learned
then being used in an employee’s work,
or are they learned and immediately
disregarded? A true understanding of
these metrics requires an organization
to break down silos for a more holistic
support of learning, engagement and
performance management practices,
through better integration of your learning
and technology infrastructure.

Measuring Learner
Engagement from the LMS
Most organizations use an LMS with
some degree of reporting capability.
This is where you will capture your
“foundational” engagement metrics, such
as course signups, completions and time
spent on each component of a program.
However, with the right reporting
functionality, there is a wealth of additional
data waiting to be explored. For instance,
what are the sign-ups versus completions
for each program? What does interaction
look like for optional, non-mandatory
courses? Are learners racing through the
program or taking the time to carefully
consider each learning objective?

Using an LXP to Measure
Learning Engagement

Beyond the Learning
Employee engagement is inextricably
linked to learner engagement. Employee
engagement looks at how happy your
people are in their jobs, their likelihood
of leaving and their productivity — for
instance, highly engaged employees
are more productive than their lessengaged counterparts.
The most common way to assess employee
engagement across your entire workforce
is with employee engagement surveys.
These surveys will cover topics such as
involvement, satisfaction, inspiration and
leadership, and give the L&D team a way
to understand how employees are feeling.
The responses from the employee
engagement survey should be assessed
alongside the data collected from the LMS

and LXP. For instance, if the survey shows
that employees are satisfied in their roles
and enjoying their work, but there is
limited engagement on the LXP, this could
indicate a need to better promote the LXP.
If certain teams are highly engaged on the
LXP but report feeling dissatisfied at work,
are they feeling frustrated? Or is there
some other benefit they are missing?

How to Use Your Learner
Engagement Data
Learner engagement data is invaluable
for L&D teams looking to improve
engagement
across
the
entire
organization. But understanding learner
engagement in isolation isn’t going to
make a huge difference — instead, it
must be viewed holistically in relation to
the rest of your talent experience.

Organizations are adopting learning
experience platforms (LXPs) to support
informal learning and collaboration. On
top of this, though, an LXP is a fantastic
way to monitor learner engagement.
Informal learning, by its very nature, is
voluntary, meaning that anyone engaging
with an LXP is doing so because they
want to or see value in it.

How Cinépolis Uses an LXP to Boost Learner Engagement

There are two groups whose
engagement you will want to measure
in an LXP:

They opted to work with Kineo to introduce the Totara Talent Experience
Platform, including LXP Totara Engage, to help L&D leaders gain a greater
insight into learning activity.

♦ Content authors: those making original
posts, sharing resources they’ve
found and actively commenting on the
content of others.

With Totara Engage, Cinépolis enabled the creation of internal learning
communities, which are set up according to skills. This new learning culture
facilitates more efficient transfer of knowledge, and employees can search
existing workspaces, receive recommendations for relevant workspaces
and even create their own personalized spaces.

♦ Content consumers: those interacting
with other people’s content, whether
that’s responding to mentions, liking
posts or even silently reading posts
without interacting at all.
The thing to remember here is that
sharing content online doesn’t come
naturally
to
everyone.
Younger
millennials and Generation Z workers are
much more comfortable sharing content
online, whereas more experienced
workers may not be as active on your
LXP. However, having a way to see who
is viewing each piece of content (such
as a “seen by” function that allows you
to see everyone who has looked at a
post) means that you can still keep track
of content consumers, as well as those
more actively engaging.

Cinema chain Cinépolis needed a way to measure the impact of its learning
program, across both formal and informal learning.

This social learning capability not only allows users to collaborate with their
colleagues, but they can also start discussions and find curated resources that
pave the road for all future learners. Business and L&D leaders also have much
better visibility into the learning activity of employees, and it has created an
open communication channel to ensure learning leaders stay on top of the
latest trends, challenges and achievements across the organization.

Looking at the application of new skills is far
more telling of true learner engagement.
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Many organizations operate in silos, with
the learning team working separately
from the engagement team, who work
separately from the performance
management team. Getting the entire
L&D team on the same page and
involved in each other’s initiatives is
a much smarter way to make the most
of your learner engagement data, as
other teams will likely have valuable
insights into why learner engagement is
higher or lower than expected (such as
the launch of a new learning program,
upcoming appraisals, a lower bonus
than usual or something else).
In particular, learner engagement
data should be reviewed alongside
performance data. This might come
from 360 feedback, productivity, sales
figures, customer ratings or whatever
performance metrics your organization
uses. Combining this data means that
your team and managers can identify
highly engaged, highly productive
employees and learn from them, as
well as pinpointing less engaged, less
productive employees to support them,
uncover any problems and help them
get back on track.

inspired by their real-time learning
activity, discussions and interactions.

Bringing It All Together

Learner engagement
must be viewed
holistically in relation
to the rest of your
talent experience.
Beyond individual learners, L&D
professionals can take this learner
engagement data to find out what
content is really capturing the
imaginations of learners. These trends
might be surprising — for instance, the
learning team may have been prioritizing
the production of learning videos,
whereas the data from the LXP shows
that learners rate short infographics
especially highly. This data helps inform
the learning team to create content that
really works for the learners, directly

While it is possible to pull this data
together from multiple separate systems,
it is far easier to pull a report from a single,
integrated platform. A talent experience
platform combining learning, engagement
and performance management is a
powerful tool for organizations looking to
better understand how to engage their
learners, increase productivity and boost
employee retention.
Breaking down the silos within the L&D
team is a vital part of making the most
of your learner engagement data —
and underpinning that with the right
technology is the first crucial step on
the road to knowing what makes your
learners tick.
Lars Hyland is the chief learning officer
at Totara Learning, where he has played
an instrumental role in the launch and
rollout of the Totara Community for
learning professionals worldwide.
Email Lars.

What to Measure in Your LXP
If you have an LXP, it can be tricky to know exactly which metrics to measure. Here are a few useful metrics to pay attention to:

Number of resources created: This can include
original text posts, videos, polls and more.
Content playlists curated: How many “playlists”
of content has a person created?
Comments left on others’ posts: Not everyone
will create their own content, but having people
who respond to posts and amplify their reach
are the backbone of any learning community.
Comments garnered on the learner’s own
posts: Which learners are posting content that
gets people talking? This can be invaluable for
learning teams looking to see what content
resonates with an audience.
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Content quality (as measured by ratings):
This can include star ratings on posts, and
ensures you can see who is creating highquality content.
Number of followers: If your LXP allows
learners to “follow” each other, who is
attracting the most followers (presumably
as a result of creating high-quality,
engaging content)?
Number of posts in a workspace: A
workspace with 10 people may generate
more engagement and interaction than a
workspace with 100 people, depending on
who is in it and how it is used.

INVESTING IN CAREER MOBILITY AND
INCENTIVIZING EMPLOYEE RETENTION
BY KATY ROBY PETERS

“Where do you see yourself in the next
five years?” It’s a common question
faced when interviewing for a new
job and asked by managers to gauge
individual development plans (IDP)
and career goals. A lot can happen in
five years, and if everyone answered
that question realistically — the answer
would be “not here.”
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, from 2018-2020, the median
employee tenure for wage and salaried
workers hovers around four years.

valued, heard, seen and to have agency
(flexibility or a sense of control).
There are many ways to show people
that they are valued, heard, seen and
have agency over their workplace and
career, but as Pew Research found in
2021, the top five reasons why people
left their jobs in 2021 were:

1. Pay was too low.
2. No opportunities for advancement.
3. Felt disrespected at work.
4. Because of childcare issues.
5. Not enough flexibility to choose
when to put in hours.

PEOPLE ARE
THE CORE OF
A BUSINESS.
With the mass exodus known as The Great
Resignation in full bloom, Gartner predicts
that U.S. employee annual voluntary
turnover is likely to jump nearly 20% this
year, from a pre-pandemic annual average
of 31.9 million employees quitting their
jobs to 37.4 million quitting in 2022.

Why Do People
Leave Their Jobs?
Four interconnected hallmarks
employee experience that
whether an employee stays or
a company include: wanting
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of the
dictate
leaves
to be

The Hustle’s study found that pay was
the number one reason people left their
jobs. The World Economic Forum and
McKinsey had similar findings, with pay
topping the lists as to why people decide
to leave their jobs, in addition to career
advancement. If those two reasons are
so common, why can’t we invest more
in internal mobility and pay raises as
opposed to replacing new employees?

The Business Case for
Recruitment or Retention
We have heard repeatedly that exit costs
of an employee leaving are incredibly
high; “If you’re hiring for a job that pays
$60,000, you may spend $180,000 or
more to fill that role,” writes Katie Navarra.
The performance and productivity
hit and sequential burnout remaining
employees might feel is not something to

ignore. After all, people are the core of a
business. If the exit costs of an employee
can be three times the employee’s salary,
what is the cost of a pay raise?
Companies are currently budgeting an
overall average pay increase of 3.4%.
However, the average salary bump for
leaving a company can amount to more
than a 30% increase. Pay compression,
also known as wage or salary compression,
“occurs when there’s little difference in
pay between employees regardless of
differences in their respective knowledge,
skills, experience or abilities.” Pay
compression can also be caused by pay
not outpacing rising inflation.
Inflation doesn’t only impact workers’
pockets and standard of living — the
increase in the cost of goods and
services affects business budgets as well.
Businesses can’t just raise salaries without
also raising prices for their offerings,
reallocating budgets, restructuring or other
compensation measures. Unfortunately,
upskilling and reskilling are not always
the viable solution to protect against the
effects of inflation and looming layoffs, but
can be an effective countermeasure in
the right environment. Some companies
have a culture fraught with potential for
change agility and are adept at creatively
responding to change.
If the financial incentive for an employee
to build skills and experience and stay
at a company is less than what an
employee could receive for learning and
then earning elsewhere, any recruitment

and training investment return can go
unrealized. There is a financial incentive
for companies to strategically invest
in employee retention over external
recruitments — more than that, there is
shared value creation.

mobility, career pathing and employee
retention fell toward the bottom.”

INVEST IN YOUR
CURRENT PEOPLE
WITH CAREERCONNECTED
LEARNING AND
REWARDS.

The advice to stay at a job has often been
distilled down to this false dichotomy:
Are you learning or are you earning?

Are You Learning
and Earning?

If a person grows in their career and
pursues learning, do good things
happen for both the company and them
personally? What rewards will a person
receive when they learn and improve
their skills, and hopefully improve
performance at their organization?
A recent LinkedIn report states,
“Learning leaders can create more
robust, sustainable programs by
connecting skill-building to career
pathing, internal mobility and retention.
However, many L&D pros haven’t made
this connection yet. While 46% of L&D
pros said upskilling and reskilling was
a top focus area this year, internal

Upskilling and reskilling without any tie
to career mobility and compensation is a
recipe for an employee to leave seeking
a new opportunity and higher pay and
benefits to compensate them for their
new value-added skills and experience.

What if you can do both?

End-to-End Employee
Experience: Start by
Valuing Your Employees
What is the perfect people solution to
achieve optimal business performance
to compensate for career opportunities
tied to financial rewards? What career
movement makes sense for the
individual’s
strengths,
motivations,
experience and business needs? From
a technology standpoint, how do you
connect learning systems to skills to
your internal talent marketplace and
financial incentives?
There are many ways to reimagine
employee retention, but L&D leaders
should start with an exercise in showing
your people that they are valued, heard,
seen and have agency. Start by asking
employees what they need, what is
working, what is not and drill into the
“why” when it comes to building the
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employee experience. Ask managers.
Ask a diverse cross-functional group of
people from different perspectives and
especially the people responsible for
benefits, talent, learning, finance, career
coach experts, psychologists and even
your data scientists or technical teams
that can help automate information
sharing and reporting. Gather data on
why people leave and stay. Perform
stay interviews.
Then, digest the information and look for
trends. If you lack psychological safety
for people to share authentic insights
at your organization, go through exit
interviews in addition to your company
reviews online. L&D leaders need to
work closely with HR and the finance
team to optimize the hiring process while
also staying focused on upskilling and
motivating employees to pursue career
growth and learning opportunities that
are financially compensated. Invest
in your current people with careerconnected learning and rewards.
Start small, test, ask, listen, iterate and
grow. Grow your people and show
them in every action that they are a
valuable part of your organization —
because they are.
Katy Roby Peters is the global head of
marketing at Valamis, an international
learning technology company. Peters
is passionate about building ethical
business models and has worked in
marketing and PR in multiple industries.
Email Katy.
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Learning leaders who focus on sales
training have a unique and interesting
challenge:
Your
training
team’s
contributions must directly impact
revenue generation and sales growth in
your firm.

Don’t Just Trust Your Gut:

3 Data-driven
Strategies for
World-class
Sales Training
By Amy Franko

Because smart sales growth is the
engine of your organization’s success,
your training teams need to be as
well-versed as the sales teams in the
“business of your business.” Training
teams also need to know the “business
of your customers,” as it relates to how
sales teams sell your products and
solutions. Your sales teams need to view
your sales training team as a peer and
partner in their success.
One of the keys to create this “team
of peers” to the sales organization is
to leverage the right data to design,
implement and refine your sales training
programs. This includes:
• Understanding trends driving how
your sales teams are identifying and
winning business.
• Using sales-specific assessments to
know your sales teams’ strengths and
weaknesses.
• Aligning with your organization’s
critical sales metrics to determine
which training content and methods
will contribute to accomplishing
those metrics.

1. Know the Business of
Your Business
What current trends are impacting your
sales training strategy?
There is no shortage of information on
trends; as a training leader, your role
becomes deciding which trends truly
impact sales training programs and
which trends are considered noise.
Below are several trends that sales
training leaders want to keep a sharp
focus on:
• Customer interactions are evolving.
The way your customers want to
interact with your sales teams has
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changed. According to McKinsey,
between 70-80% of buyers prefer
remote engagement over in-person
engagement. The pandemic has
taught us that we can and should
bolster our ability to interface
digitally with customers. There
is a balance to strike. Complex
conversations and decision-making
often need in-person interface; your
skill development programs should
help sellers to determine the best
sales conversation method and the
content of those conversations.

outdated because they often neglect
the need for thought-provoking insights.
Customers expect their valuable
time (and the valuable time of your
sales teams) to focus on new insights,
perspectives and education that they
can’t obtain elsewhere.
Each of the above trends indicates a
skill you can assess for within your sales
teams. When you have the skill data,
you can more easily identify the training
approaches to best address skill gaps.

2. Uncover Relevant
Skill Competency Data
with Sales-specific
Assessments

Smart sales growth
is the engine of your
organization’s success.

• Leaders are focused on a balance
of revenue sources and significant
pipeline improvements. Gartner’s “The
Chief Sales Officer” has uncovered
that chief sales officers are expecting
approximately 70% of revenues to
come from existing client growth and
approximately 30% to come from new
client acquisition. Those leaders are
also highly focused on improving the
quality of their sales pipelines. This
indicates that sales training programs
need to address both the skills of
client expansion and prospecting for
new client acquisition.
• Enter elevated sales conversations.
According to Forrester, decisionmakers are more likely to buy from sales
professionals who educate them with
new insights and perspectives. Sales
training programs that follow a pain/
feature/benefit/solution approach are
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There’s a significant gap in most
organizations between the current
state of sales performance and the
desired state of sales performance.
How can training leaders partner with
sales leaders to ensure the right sales
professionals are in the right roles, with
the right skills?
There’s a multifaceted answer to that
question. From a strategic standpoint,
taking a center of excellence approach is
one to consider. This approach includes
building excellence in the pillars of
people, structure and clients.
• People: The people pillar includes talent
strategy, such as hiring, onboarding,
assessment, skill development and
leadership development.
• Structure: The structure pillar includes
your sales processes, organizational
design, role alignment, compensation
models and other sales tools
necessary to succeed.
• Client: The client pillar includes your
approach to new business, client
expansion, account management and
business partner development.
Within the people pillar, leveraging a
sales-specific assessment is the path to
mining the right data on the modern sales
competencies your teams need. In many
instances, sales leaders overestimate
their teams’ skills, sales professionals

are mismatched to their roles and aren’t
maximizing their potential or there are
insufficient structures to support the
sales team. For example, if you require
a sales professional to sell into a brandnew market or territory, that’s considered
to be a hunting role with high levels of
difficulty. If you have a professional in
that role who is better suited for existing
client expansion, that mismatch will cause
challenges in achieving sales results.
Given the trends shared earlier and the
current sales environment, gather data
in the following competencies:
• Opportunity creation through hunting
and prospecting skills.
• Qualification of opportunities to
ensure a quality pipeline with velocity
through the process.
• Access to executive decision-makers
and stakeholders.
• Consultative sales conversations
held digitally and in-person, which
continually add value to a client’s or
prospect’s business.
• Ability to sell on value rather than price.
• Digital competencies, including video
proficiency.
• Use of process in their sales approach.
You can and should measure mindset,
sales competencies and the structures
of your sales organization. You can
also measure how well the sales team
is suited to both the type of sales
role and sales role difficulty. These
measurements can guide sales training
strategy, skill focus and application with
customer opportunities.

3. Align With and
Recommend Substantive
Sales Metrics

There are varying degrees of maturity
when it comes to the sales metrics
tracked within organizations. Training
leaders can improve their “peer status”
with sales leaders by requesting to

collaborate on the metrics conversation.
Offer your recommendations on metrics
based on interactions within the
business and assessment data. Then
demonstrate where your training helps
to improve metrics to further enhance
your credibility.
As a training leader, what are metrics
you can recommend?
• Financial metrics: Financial metrics
track revenue performance, profitability
levels, average order size or account size
and overall goal attainment. Financial
metrics can be validated through your
training by requesting sales teams to
submit opportunities on which they
will practice the skills learned. Using
assessment data on the competencies
of opportunity qualification and selling
on value will assist in identifying current
and future sales team performance.
• Account metrics: Account metrics track
progress in key accounts and target
opportunities. This can be expanded
to include both new and follow-up
meetings with those key accounts and
opportunities. Using assessment data
on the competencies of how well your
sales teams access decision-makers
and lead quality sales conversations
will provide you with a path to improve
these metrics.
• Pipeline metrics: Pipeline metrics
can include team or individual win
percentages, overall pipeline quality
and overall sales cycle length. Sales
leaders will welcome your focus on
pipeline improvement because it’s
an indicator of forecasting accuracy
and the overall health of the
sales organization.
• Professional development metrics:
These metrics can include reporting
on sales competency strengths and
gaps, as well as action plans. Sales
professionals want to envision their
future career path, whether that is
expanding their current role, having
opportunities to move laterally into
other sales functions or pursuing a
leadership path. Sales organizations,
being focused on other key metrics,
don’t always focus on these areas —

There’s a significant gap
in most organizations
between the current
state of sales
performance and
the desired state of
sales performance.

and this is where the training function
can provide additional value.

Combine Your Data
Sources to Produce
World-class Sales
Training

Using a sales-specific assessment,
combined with trends knowledge
and your pertinent metrics, you will
be in the credible position of making
training recommendation rooted in
science. Below are additional ways to
combine these various data sources to
ensure they are captured in your sales
training programs:
• Ensure your training teams are wellversed in your organization’s overall
strategy and sales strategy. Any
requests for sales training content
or programs can be aligned or
disqualified based on potential impact
on those strategies.
• Select and implement a sales-specific
skill assessment for sales professionals
and sales leaders that measures
mindset, sales competencies and
sales structures. The science will
support
your
recommendations
relative to skill development and sales
organization strategy.
• Integrate coaching for both sales
professionals and sales leaders on
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how to interpret and use assessment
data. You may invest additional time
with sales leaders on interpreting and
applying the data for their teams.
• Add a component to your sales training
programs where sales professionals
identify valid opportunities to work
with during those programs. Those
opportunities can be loaded into your
customer relationship management
(CRM) platform, tagged for your program
and tracked to your identified metrics.
• Identify sales professionals and
leaders who are engaged in and
actively using assessment data; they
can champion usage across your
organization and conduct learning
sessions for their peers.
Whether your training team is new
to this journey or you have various
data practices implemented, begin
by assigning training team members
to research and report on trends,
assessment options and relevant
metrics. This research can form the
basis of your data-driven strategy for
greater success.
Amy Franko is the leading sales
strategist for growth-oriented, midmarket organizations. Her book, “The
Modern Seller,” is an Amazon best-seller
and she is also recognized by LinkedIn
as a Top Sales Voice. Email Amy.
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THE NEW LEARNING ERA

Accelerating Career Development for
Individual Contributors and People Managers

By Francesca Farinati

If you’ve been keeping an eye on recent
headlines, you’re probably familiar with
The Great Resignation — a phenomenon
that has caused workers to rethink their
careers, working conditions and long-term
goals. So, what can you do to engage and
retain your employees?
Learning leaders from Klarna, 3M and
Capital One agreed that their learning
programs made a key difference in their
company’s overall workforce — from
corporate culture to career satisfaction and
talent retention. Additionally, companies’
efforts to frequently upgrade their
learning environments and implement
new technologies will, in turn, provide
employees with consistent opportunities
to learn new competencies and expand
their skill sets.
A company’s ability to implement a
culture of continuous learning can lead
to benefits like:
■ Enhancing
productivity.

performance

and

Let’s look at two solutions that can
help organizations create a culture of
continuous learning with platforms that
are readily available.

Career Pathways
Not all employees have the same
career goals. Some employees aspire
to management roles and others would
rather lead as an independent contributor.
These roles are often defined as follows:

■ Reducing employee turnover.

■ The individual contributor: A
professional without management
responsibilities who contributes to
an organization independently.

McKinsey found that nearly nine in 10
executives and managers say their

■ The people manager: Someone
who loves to lead and guide others
to help them grow and succeed.

■ Staying ahead of the competition.
■ Creating a higher return on investment.
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organizations either face skills gaps
already or expect gaps to develop
within the next five years. Although
most survey respondents say their
organizations consider it a priority to
address skill shortages, few say their
organizations understand how to
equip themselves with the workforce
skills they will need most. In fact, only
one-third of respondents say their
companies are prepared to cope with
the workforce disruptions resulting
from technology and market trends.

Individual contributors are generally more tactical,
whereas managers are often more strategic.

Both roles are crucial within an
organization, yet they don’t receive the
same focus when it comes to learning
and development. In a typical structure,
the way to progress is to become
a manager. However, this mindset
greatly limits career advancement
and growth for individual contributors.
Companies need to rethink the growth
opportunities they offer to accelerate
career development for all employees.

Individual Contributor Programs
Individual contributors’ efforts are focused
more on the company and its customers,
collaboratively leading the business
toward success. But what options are
available for those who want to grow
without the responsibility of management?
A corporate academy might be the
answer to this question, which can

help to promote the dissemination of
knowledge and provide employees
with learning when and where they
need it most. It’s an innovative approach
to discovering new talent, as well as
developing people through on-the-job
training and certification. This would
serve as an experiential academy that
provides employees with the space to
share unique ideas and perspectives.
Corporate academies are a one-stop
shop that oversees and coordinates the
various business areas, including human
resources (HR), learning and development
(L&D), information technology (IT) and
data science, and enables ways to
enhance team cooperation.
These innovative, competency-based
learning programs, which include a broad
range of professional development and
personal growth initiatives, will enable
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employees to apply newly learned skills
directly to their daily work and to grow
their careers.

Program Structure
Modern organizations are investing in
new competency academies – places to
learn, share and build expertise together.
The new academies offer digital learning
experiences for employees to build
complex skills needed to succeed.
The academy should be organized into
several areas of core and functional
competencies and expertise, such as
industry knowledge, analytical skills,
project management, communication and
much more.
Each area is then classified by achievement
levels — fundamentals, efficiency and
mastery — to support the natural adoption
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of new and emerging competencies and
analytical techniques.
Where to start and get certified is
up to the learner. The curriculum
covers topics according to level and
competency so employees can choose
relevant courses and revisit the content
as often as needed. The academy can
also include professional certifications,
which are more comprehensive
educational programs that center
around a multiphasic knowledge test. If
an employee is experienced, they can
fast-track their accreditation in a few
hours by passing the quizzes.
To enhance engagement, programs
should be delivered using a blended
approach, including live and recorded
lectures, essential reading and selfassessment exercises.

How To Get Started
For an academy to be successful and
support the growth of an organization,
learning leaders must do the following:
■ Gain
leadership
buy-in
commitment for the program.

and

■ Align the program to business goals
and company strategy.
■ Curate relevant and best-in-class
training content.
■ Connect the program to the career
development strategy and HR
standards.

Talent Accelerator Programs for
People Managers
Individual contributors are generally
more tactical, whereas managers are
often more strategic — the difference
between identifying what needs to be
done (managers) and how to execute
(individual contributors).
A talent accelerator program is typically
designed to enable high-potential
employees to become emerging people
managers and business leaders by
providing them with relevant experiences
right from the start.
To ensure an intense, discussionoriented and focused development
experience, each program should be
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limited to 15 participants. The criteria
to select participants might include
general experience at your company
or years of managerial experience,
promising network, negotiation skills or
years of exceptional contributions with
serious growth potential over short
periods of time.
Through a targeted career path,
learners will be able to strengthen
their skills (and acquire new ones) and
expand their professional network
through special projects and targeted
training in the field of negotiation, time
management and financial acumen.
The program should include a
12-month plan, accompanied by a clear
and defined growth path within the
different functions of their department.
Talent accelerator programs contribute
significantly to a company’s diversity,
equity and inclusion agenda.

Program Structure
Let’s dive deeper into some of the
initiatives you can offer your talent right
from the start:
■ Skills Self-assessment
The purpose of this voluntary survey
is to capture the employee’s level of
expertise in various technical and soft
skills. This will enable you to prioritize
needs, craft a strategic and tailored
learning agenda, design initiatives to
accelerate the development of your
employees and, if possible, leverage
internal expertise to conduct future
courses within your community.
■ Online Training Sessions
These will provide opportunities to
participate in instructor-led online
training sessions to catalyze the
development of leadership skills and
accelerate learner readiness to take
on progressively more senior roles
with regional/global impact. You can
even opt to host panel discussions.
■ Personalized Learning Path
Recommend a list of trainings to
complement the gaps identified in the
employee’s self-assessment process.
Choosing the path that most closely
matches their function, aspirations
and needs will help them find
opportunities to improve their skills.

■ Global Projects
This gives your talent an opportunity
to lead, or participate in, a project
with a global scope. These initiatives
will allow them to develop and
demonstrate their leadership skills and
technical expertise. It also provides a
unique experience to engage with an
international and/or cross-functional
team to make a real, positive impact
on the way your company operates.
■ Individual Development Plan (IDP)
Putting together an IDP helps your
employees articulate their personal
and professional development goals
and their plan for reaching them.
Being part of a talent community
will facilitate their access to
development tools and help them
accelerate the process.
■ Mentoring
An established partnership between
colleagues for the purposes of
learning and growth, mentoring also
helps increase self-confidence, selfawareness and job satisfaction.
■ Young Shadow Board
A “shadow board” is a group of nonexecutive employees who work
with senior executives on strategic
initiatives. The purpose? To leverage
the younger groups’ insights and
to diversify the perspectives that
executives are exposed to.
■ Influencing Without Authority
Through this program, participants
practice influencing and persuasion
skills in different manners. For
instance, they can take on the “buddy”
role for new employees, serve as
moderators or contributors on internal
social media, champion diversity and
inclusion initiatives or co-facilitate

training events based on the needs of
your department.
■ A “Day in the Life” Miniseries
To spotlight your talent and give
them more visibility, you can create a
miniseries of videos where they are
interviewed based on themes that
are most relevant to other employees
(i.e., early career advice). You can also
record a “day in the life” interview with
a team or an individual to showcase
the diverse career paths and dynamics
at your company.

The New Learning Era
No matter what type of strategy you
develop or role you take in the learning
and development (L&D) space, don’t
forget to set the stage for bottom-up
and top-down learning. Learning is
always a two-way street — from toplevel management to their reports and
from on-the-ground experts to higherlevel management.
Hopefully the two approaches in this
article inspire you to engage with the
talented people at your company to
foster better career frameworks, facilitate
internal movement, scale-up employee
transitions and retain those who make
your organization a great place to work.
Also, be sure you have a focus on
the future. It is not enough for L&D
leaders to focus on the skills needed to
survive today!
Francesca Farinati is the director
of knowledge management and
learning strategy at NielsenIQ, where
she’s responsible for designing and
deploying a consistent learning and
development experience across the
globe. Email Francesca.

Not all employees have the same goals.
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LEVEL 3 EVALUATIONS MADE SIMPLE,
CREDIBLE AND ACTIONABLE

> By Ken Phillips <
Knowing whether participants apply
what they learned in a training program
on the job is a critical issue for both
learning and development (L&D) and
the business executives L&D supports.
Demonstrating learning application
back on the job speaks directly to L&D’s
ability to be viewed as a credible partner
by senior executives.
Unfortunately, measuring on-the-job
behavior change is not an area where
many L&D professionals excel. For
example, according to ATD’s report,
“Effective
Evaluation:
Measuring
Learning Programs for Success,” only
54% of organizations evaluate some
learning programs at Level 3 behavior.
Further, these organizations only
assess 34% of their programs at Level
3. However, when asked what value
Level 3 evaluation data had for their
organization, 79% indicated it had either
a high or very high value. The message
here is clear: L&D isn’t providing senior
executives with the Level 3 training
transfer data they want.
The reasons for the disconnect include,
“It’s too hard,” “I don’t know how,” “My
leader doesn’t require it,” “I don’t have
access to Level 3 data,” and “It costs
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too much.” While there may be an
element of truth in some of these, it
doesn’t absolve L&D professionals from
providing business executives with the
data they want.

a subset, which will increase the
credibility of your results. While there
can be more than 30 participants in a
group, generally 25 to 30 participants is
adequate if chosen randomly.

What’s needed is an innovative new
approach to conducting Level 3
evaluations. A method that is easy
to implement, produces credible,
high-valued data and provides clear
direction for corrective actions to
improve training transfer. Let’s examine
one Level 3 evaluation method to
illustrate how to make evaluations
more simple and effective.

Once you have identified the participant
group, you next need to decide how
to collect the data. Three options are
available:

EASY TO IMPLEMENT
An evaluation method should be easy
to implement for optimal success. For
instance, the Level 3 Evaluations Simple
method only requires collecting data
from 25 to 30 participants and asking
three questions.
When selecting the participants,
choosing them randomly is essential.
A random selection will ensure that
the data you collect represents the
entire participant group and not merely

• A focus group (virtual or face-to-face).
• Interviews with program participants.
• A survey.
A focus group is the most efficient and
effective method of these three options.
It takes less time than conducting oneon-one interviews and allows you to ask
follow-up questions that aren’t available
with a survey.
However, before gathering any data,
there are two essential prerequisites.
One is to wait at least 30 days postprogram before collecting any data.
The second is to create a job aid
summarizing the program content and
providing a copy to the participants
before collecting any data.

The 30-day time lag allows participants
to apply what they learned in the
program back on the job. Consequently,
you will collect more valid training
transfer data. However, 30 days is only a
guideline. You can extend it if more time
is needed for participants to apply what
they learned.

Demonstrating learning
application speaks
directly to L&D’s
ability to be viewed
as a credible partner
by senior executives.

way, you will have refreshed participant
memory of the program content and are
ready to start asking the questions.
The data collection process itself is
simple and revolves around getting
answers to three questions:
• What percent of the material taught in
the program are you applying back on
the job?
• How confident are you that your
estimate is accurate where 0 = no
confidence and 100 = complete
confidence?
• If you are not applying 100% of the
program material back on the job,
what obstacles have prevented you
from using what you learned?

Creating a job aid that summarizes the
program content is crucial because it will
counter the forgetting curve effect — the
decline of memory retention over time.
Distribute the job aid to participants at
the start of the focus group session,
review the information and answer any
questions about the program content.
Or, if you are doing virtual focus groups,
send the job aid to the participants in
advance of the meeting and follow the
same process described above. Either

The data collected from the first two
questions are the basis for calculating the
amount of training transfer associated
with the learning program. Question
three, in contrast, lays the groundwork
for taking targeted corrective actions to
improve training transfer.

PRODUCE CREDIBLE,
HIGH-VALUED DATA
With the data collected, you are ready to
calculate the amount of training transfer
associated with the learning program.
The expert estimation technique is a great

option to use, which has been around
since 1983, when Jack Phillips of the ROI
Institute developed it. You can learn more
in Jack Phillips’ and Patti Phillips’ book,
“Real World Training Evaluation.”
The easiest way to perform the various
calculations is to use a spreadsheet
program. Set up your spreadsheet with
the following column headings: participant
identification number, percent program
applied back on the job, confidence level
of estimate, potential error in estimate,
potential +/- error range, best-case
adjusted training transfer percentage
and worst-case adjusted training transfer
percentage. Next, let’s look at the
associated calculations.
To begin the training transfer score
calculation, enter the data for each
participant using the first three columns.
Note: The responses you receive for
question one goes in the percent
program applied back on the job column.
The second question answers go in the
confidence level of estimate column. See
Table 1 for a visual depiction with sample
scores for the first two data points.
• Column Four (Potential error in
estimate): To calculate the potential
error estimate in column four, subtract
the confidence level of estimate
percentage in column three from 100.
For example, looking at participant
011, the confidence level is 60, so the
potential error equals 40.

TABLE 1.
Participant
Identification
Number

Percent
Program
Applied Back
On the Job

Confidence
Level of
Estimate

Potential
Error in
Estimate

Potential
+/- Error
Range

Best-case
Adjusted
Training
Transfer
Percentage

Worst-case
Adjusted
Training
Transfer
Percentage

011

70

60

40

28

98

42

022

10

90

10

1

11

9

012

50

35

65

32.5

82.5

17.5

004

90

100

0

0

90

90
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• Column Five (Potential +/- error range):
Multiply the number in the percent
program applied back on the job
column by the percent in the potential
error in the estimate column and
divide by 100. Using participant 011
as an example, the percentage of the
program applied back on the job, 70,
is multiplied by 40, the potential error
in the estimate. The resulting total,
2,800, is divided by 100. That figure,
28, is entered in the potential +/- error
range column.
• Column Six (Best-case adjusted training
transfer percentage): Add the number in
the potential +/- error range column to
the percentage of the program applied
back on the job. Again, using participant
011 as an example, the percentage of
the program applied back on the job is
70 plus 28, which equals 98, the bestcase adjusted training transfer percent.

training transfer percentage scores and
divide by the number of participants. Do
the same for the worst-case adjusted
training transfer percentage scores.

back on the job, what obstacles
prevented you from using what you
learned? The biggest challenge with
collecting qualitative data is organizing
it so you can make sense of it. A proven
way to do this is to use the following
four-step approach:

The biggest challenge
with collecting
qualitative data is
organizing it so you
can make sense of it.

1. Analyze the obstacles preventing
learners from applying what they
learned by looking for themes or
patterns in the items.
2. Consolidate all like-minded obstacles
into clusters.
3. Count the number of obstacles in
each cluster.

• Column Seven (Worst-case adjusted
training transfer percent): Subtract
the number in the potential +/- error
range from the number in the percent
program applied back on the job
column. Using participant 011, the
percentage of the program applied
back on the job is 70 minus 28, which
equals 42, the worst-case adjusted
training transfer percentage.

To calculate the most likely case training
transfer percentage, add the best and
worst-case percentages and divide
the total by two. The resulting three
percentages enable you to credibly
point out the amount of training transfer
associated with the program. The
training transfer data is credible because
the estimation process accounts for any
error in a participant’s estimate of the
percentage of the program material
applied back on the job. It’s also credible
because it uses a range to identify the
training transfer percentage and not a
single number.

CALCULATING THE BEST,
WORST AND MOST LIKELY
CASE TRAINING TRANSFER
PERCENTAGES

PROVIDE A CLEAR
DIRECTION FOR TAKING
TARGETED CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

This process offers a simple, easy-tofollow, credible and actionable method
for conducting Level 3 evaluations.
Hopefully, it also encourages you to start
performing more Level 3 evaluations
with your training programs. In addition,
the data you collect will benefit the L&D
department and the business executives
you support.

With all the column calculations
completed, you are now ready to
calculate the best, worst and most likely
case training transfer percentages. To
compute the best-case training transfer
percentage, add the best-case adjusted

The first two data collection questions
helped to calculate the amount of
training transfer associated with the
learning program. Now, let’s focus on
the obstacles question: If you are not
applying 100% of the program material

Ken Phillips is the founder and CEO
of Phillips Associates and the creator
and chief architect of the predictive
learning analytics™ learning evaluation
methodology. Email Ken.
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4. Place the groups into numeric order
from highest to lowest.
Quantifying the data lets you prioritize
which obstacles to focus on first, with
targeted corrective actions to eliminate
or mitigate them and increase training
transfer. To maximize training transfer,
you should continue going through the
clusters, taking corrective actions to
minimize or eliminate each group.
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HOW LENOVO USES A JOB ROTATIONAL
PROGRAM TO TRAIN AND RETAIN
TOP YOUNG TALENT
BY DANIELLE MURDAUGH

As a Fortune Global 500 technology
company, Lenovo’s workforce of skilled
talent helps reshape and reimagine
computing intelligence for a better
world. From computer engineers to
sales representatives, Lenovo prioritizes
training its future leaders to ensure
success as the business evolves – and
continuous learning and development
(L&D) is key to long-term success.
Lenovo is the world’s largest PC vendor
and serves customers in over 180
markets . The tech giant is respected
for its high-quality and innovative
technology products, solutions and
services. With a reputation like Lenovo,
there is no question why the $70 billion
tech company invests so much in the
development of its people.
One of the ways the tech organization
invests in its people is through Lenovo’s
Accelerated Sales Rotational (LASR)
program. The LASR program is a two-year
sales development program that recruits
top university graduates with a passion
for technology and an aptitude for
sales. The immersive program includes
sales training, rotational business and
education in skill sets like professional
development, public speaking and
communicating effectively on camera.
Established in 2013, the LASR program
was inspired by the need to create
early career opportunities to attract
talent on college campuses. “We
were surrounded by phenomenal
universities, but we really did not have
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many early career opportunities within
Lenovo to leverage when recruiting
on campus,” Kim Johnson, executive
director and chief sales enablement
officer at Lenovo, says. It also served
as a diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI)
strategy to recruit and hire diverse
and underrepresented talent. Lenovo
recognizes that breakthroughs aren’t
born in a bubble and that diversity is
essential to constant innovation.
To date, the job rotational program
for aspiring sales reps has helped 12
generations of industry leaders. Let’s
take a look at how Lenovo uses its LASR
program to drive the organization’s
talent readiness.
LASR PROGRAM OVERVIEW
The LASR program facilitates early
career development to grow the
company’s talent into future leaders.
The program uses a comprehensive
interview and selection process, recruiting
top talent from accredited colleges
and universities. To ensure diverse
representation for marginalized and
underrepresented workers, Lenovo also
recruits talent from historically black
colleges and universities (HBCUs) and
outreaches to female students in the
tech space.
Once accepted into the program, new
sales representatives, or “LASRs,” go
through an immersive, hands-on sales
training experience. This includes a
total of four job rotations in the span

of two years. In the first year, LASRs
go through three rotations working on
teams within Lenovo’s different business
units, consumer small business, and
relationship sales departments. The
first two rotations are the duration of
a quarter (three months) each and the
third rotation lasts up to two quarters.
The second year of the accelerated
program is a full year of training in their
actual inside sales role. The rotations
take the LASRs through each function
of the sales cycle, bridging the gap
between each skill set to ensure they
are set up for success.

LENOVO PRIORITIZES
TRAINING ITS FUTURE
LEADERS TO ENSURE
SUCCESS AS THE
BUSINESS EVOLVES
– AND CONTINUOUS
LEARNING IS KEY TO
LONG-TERM SUCCESS.

Within the first six months of the job
rotation program, LASRs participate in
master-level curriculum for both written
and verbal skills. These courses include
soft skills in professional development,
presentation skills and public speaking.
The LASR program utilizes graduate

professor Dr. Tom Flood from the
University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill to deliver in-person training to
LASRs at a graduate level. Lenovo also
contracts Karin Reed, chief executive
officer of Speaker Dynamics, a corporate
communications training firm, to facilitate
on-camera training to help LASRs
develop virtual communication skills.

engaging learning solutions, with a big
focus on creating a smooth transition
from one job rotation to the next. The
program sponsors also partnered with
human resources (HR) to ensure that
each business rotation had meaningful
projects that could be accomplished
within a rotation period.

GAINING LEADERSHIP BUY-IN
As with any new training program, one
of the main challenges can be gaining
leadership buy-in. In the first year
of the LASR program, the idea was
well received, but there were a few
challenges in getting other department
managers to participate.
For example, some of the hiring
managers were concerned about ramp
to productivity and how long it would
take for these recent college graduates
to become proficient in their roles. They
were more in favor of hiring insides
sales reps with at least two to three
years business experience versus a
recent graduate with little to no prior
working experience. Managers and
team leads were also unsure how they
would manage the different “rotations,”
especially since the LASRs would only
be assuming the role temporarily.
In many ways, the LASR program gained
buy-in from its success. To help ease
hiring managers’ concerns, the program’s
sponsors – Lenovo’s inside sales
executive and e-commerce executive
– adopted a new approach to the
recruitment and selection process. They
worked closely with career counseling
centers at local universities to reshape
recruitment, adding more in-depth
interview opportunities with presentations
and panels. They also partnered with the
talent acquisitions team to ensure success
to these new changes.
To increase the speed to productivity
for program participants, the program’s
sponsors focused on creating an
engaging onboarding and learning
experience. They partnered with
Lenovo’s learning and development
(L&D) team to curate interactive and

LENOVO’S JOB ROTATION
PROGRAM PROVIDES
SALES REPS WITH
TRANSFERABLE SKILLS
THAT CAN HELP DRIVE
THEIR PERFORMANCE.

LASRS RESPONSE TO THE
COVID-19 PANDEMIC
During the COVID-19 pandemic, the
LASR program had to quickly pivot
to a virtual modality. Traditionally,
the program was in person from the
interview process to onboarding
and beyond. However, despite the
sudden shift to a remote work model,
Lenovo’s community never lost sight
of that in-person interaction. The
LASR program went out of its way to
preserve connectivity and engagement
through human-centered activities
and networking events, like voluntary
coffee chats, virtual happy hours and
book clubs.
The team also utilizes breakout
sessions in their workshops and
encourages LASRs to have their
cameras on during meetings to
help maintain that same level of
engagement and interaction with their
learners. Despite the many changes
and pivots that Lenovo has needed
to make, the program has seamlessly
adapted to a new normal without a
dip in performance. Attributing to
this success is the team’s focus on
soliciting feedback from participants
and employees to improve the program
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year over year. While the framework
may stay the same each year, the
overall experience is adjusted based
on the feedback.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR CAREER
DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH
Lenovo’s job rotation program provides
sales reps with transferable skills that
can help drive their performance – while
giving them exposure to different areas
of the business. Based on an inside sales
representative’s continued work ethic,
accomplishments, cost per sale (CPS)
scores and individual development
plans (IDPs), they can be considered
for future opportunities beyond their
current sales role. Many LASRs move
into hybrid account manager, field
executive and inside sales leadership
roles in the organization.
But the LASR program isn’t only beneficial
for moving up in sales. Some of the
LASR sales reps progress their careers
outside of the sales department. For
instance, an inside sales rep may want
to transition from sales into another role.
By going through the LASR program,
they have the reputation and network
to pivot into another department, like
product management or marketing. So
instead of having to leave Lenovo to
change careers, inside sales reps can
leverage their skills and move into a new
role within the company.
Since the implementation of the
LASR program, Lenovo has seen an
increase in employee retention and
career pathways. In fact, the program’s
success in North America has led
other regions in the company to adopt
the model and framework. Overall,
the LASR program is a win-win for the
company and its employees – helping
Lenovo retain existing talent while
providing employees with transferable
skills that can push their careers in
new directions.
Danielle Murdaugh is an associate editor
at Training Industry Inc. Email Danielle.
This article is also
TrainingIndustry.com.
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30+

EXPERT
SPEAKERS

2 energizing keynote
sessions!
Each presentation will inspire
you to think outside the box and
lead your organization forward.
• Deanna Singh
Chief Change Agent,
Flying Elephant
Founder, Uplifting Impact
• Tiffany Poeppelman
Director of Career
Development, LinkedIn
25+ engaging
breakout sessions
offering ample opportunities to
gain best practices and insights.
Learning tracks to pinpoint and
address common challenges,
including:
• Advances in Technology
• Learning in the Flow
of Work
• Maintaining Strategic
Alignment
• Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion
• Reskilling and Upskilling
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LEARNING
LEADERS

Panel discussions
led by industry experts
provide an opportunity to
hear what’s really going on
inside organizations.
• What’s Changing in the
Workplace?
• The Human-centered
Workplace

Q&A sessions
where you can ask your
burning questions to industry
experts.

Live product
demonstrations
showcasing the latest in
innovative learning solutions.

Roundtable topic
discussions
providing opportunities to
meet and speak with other
learning leaders about
common challenges.

Interactive
networking
activities
connecting learning leaders
in unique and highly engaging
formats.
• Speed networking
• Attendee lounge

• L&D’s Role in Talent
Retention

DISCOVER INSIGHTS

20+

HOURS OF
LEARNING

MAKE CONNECTIONS

Virtual expo hall
where you can learn about
training products and services
that will help solve your most
pressing challenges.
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CAREER
DEVELOPMENT

ARE YOU LEVERAGING
CONTEMPORARY BUSINESS
CHALLENGES TOWARD CAREER
DEVELOPMENT?
There’s no question that today’s leaders
face a range of evolving challenges:
supply chain breakdowns, returnto-work dynamics, worker burnout
and mental health concerns — and
the list goes on. Here is the question
learning leaders must all ask: Are our
organizations just muddling through
in the hope that they will survive, or
are they taking advantage of these
unprecedented conditions?

• Leila, a supervisor for a national
non-profit, acknowledges how easy
it is for distributed employees to get
“lost in the shuffle.” That’s why she’s
working with each remote direct report
to ensure that they have the skills
and strategies to constructively and
consistently make their contributions
known — something that will serve
them well now and throughout
their careers.

The bright side of today’s business
challenges is that the very situations that
are presenting themselves as problems
offer rich opportunities for career
learning and growth when we look at
them from a different angle — through
a learning and development (L&D) lens.

• Meg, a director within a software
company, recognized that managing
a hybrid group was the perfect “baby
step” toward ultimately leading a
global team. So, she assigned hybrid
teams to two key employees who
aspired to that kind of international
work — and she’s offering the learning
and coaching required for them to
build this capability.

Take return-to-work and navigating
remote and hybrid environments for
instance. Some leaders resist the
workforce’s demand for greater
flexibility and enforce old models of
co-located work. Yet others are using
it to challenge themselves and their
employees. Some organizations are
looking at what’s required to optimize
in-person time.

These leaders don’t frame employee
sensibilities around flexibility and
evolving workplace structures as
challenges — but rather as opportunities
for people to develop their careers.

And some leaders are taking it even
further, exploring how opportunities
for greater flexibility can be mined for
rich and personalized learning and
career development. For instance:

WITH INTENTION, EVEN
STEPPING BACK CAN
BECOME A CAREER STEP
FORWARD.

• Raj, a leader in a financial service firm,
challenged his staff to look critically
at the work they’re responsible
for, identify where the high-impact
collaboration points exist and develop
a plan for intentionally working with
peers to achieve greater results.

The same is true when it comes to
addressing the level of exhaustion,
burnout and mental health challenges
facing employees today. Employees’
desire for greater contentment at work
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offers a springboard for thoughtful
leaders who are committed to the
growth of others.
A significant portion of the workforce is
willing to trade a paycheck for purpose.
Leaders who recognize this can find
countless projects that offer the sense
of deep meaning and contribution many
crave … right within the organization. And
when constructed with an eye toward
skills, experiences and connections to
be built, these opportunities don’t just
offer profound satisfaction, but also
profound career development.
The same holds true for work-life
balance. Sophisticated leaders recognize
the counterintuitive growth potential
associated with an employee stepping
back from their work. When seen through
a lens of learning, finding balance can also
be an opportunity for thinking deeply
about one’s work and where the
greatest value lies, clarifying priorities,
discovering
time
management
strategies and perhaps mastering the
fine art of delegation. With intention,
even stepping back can become a
career step forward.
“Change is inevitable; growth is
optional,” according to the author, John
Maxwell. Today’s corollary just might
be that challenge is inevitable and
growth is how leaders make the most
of it for themselves, their organizations
and the career development of those
whom they lead.
Julie Winkle Giulioni is the author of the
bestselling books, “Promotions Are SO
Yesterday” and “Help Them Grow or
Watch Them Go.” Email Julie.
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WHY CERTIFY YOUR L&D TEAM?

1

Equip your training personnel with the necessary
language and tools to drive impactful business results.

2

Align your training goals with the goals of the businesses
you support.

3

Transform your learning team into a high-performing
learning organization.

Organizations that employ certified training managers are 4x more
likely to be rated above average. Contact us to learn more about
how certifying your team can drive lasting business success.

SRINI PIL LAY, M.D.

SCIENCE OF
LEARNING

THE BATTLE AGAINST BURNOUT:
A KEY FACTOR THAT HR AND
LEARNING LEADERS ARE MISSING
I am trained as a psychiatrist, therapist,
brain researcher and executive coach,
so when I think of the current battle to
beat burnout, I am struck by how the
current discourse goes against much of
my training and experience. Research
reveals that one out of four people
globally are still burned out, despite
companies providing yoga, meditation
app subscriptions and well-being days.
These individual-level interventions
do not address the causes of burnout,
such as the feeling of always being on
call, unfair treatment, unreasonable
workload, low autonomy and lack of
social support. While all of these are
credible contributions to burnout,
they (and all of the solutions) miss out
on one key aspect of psychological
development: agency.
A sense of agency involves a feeling
of control over one’s actions and their
consequences. The three key features
of burnout are cynicism, personal
ineffectiveness and exhaustion.
Many studies on the efficacy of
psychological interventions emphasize
how important it is to stimulate agency
in the client. One study indicated that
agency is a key factor to focus on if
you want to see improvement.
Agency
is
compromised
by
externalizing the cause of your
burnout and powerlessness. Marion
Oliner, a psychoanalyst, framed this
idea poignantly in “An Essay on Bion’s
Beta Function,” in The Psychoanalytic
Review, when she pointed out that
certain people are unable to assess
the role of their inner worlds in the
disturbances for which they seek help

because they believe that symptoms
are caused by external factors, rather
than intrapsychic conflicts. In other
words, how we experience difficult
circumstances has much to do with
our own minds, yet we often neglect
to look within.
Burnout requires you to examine
yourself deeply. To help employees
do this, run programs that help
employees examine what they might
be avoiding. Conflict? The challenge
of expressing their own greatness and
fear of success?
Secondly, agency comes from strong
self-connection, and in the brain,
the default mode network (DMN), a
collection of brain regions that “talk”
to each other, allows us to understand
our physical and abstract selves. This
network turns off when we focus, and it
turns on when we stop focusing. You’ll
often hear people who are burned
out say that they have no time to take
regular breaks. This essentially means
that they have no time to connect
with themselves. And this is a formula
for burnout.

BURNOUT REQUIRES
YOU TO EXAMINE
YOURSELF DEEPLY.
CREATE PROGRAMS
THAT HELP EMPLOYEES
EXAMINE WHAT THEY
MIGHT BE AVOIDING.
At Reulay, the virtual reality company at
which I am chief medical officer, we are
spearheading a downshifting movement.
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Any person interested in decreasing
burnout must build a culture of regular
downshifting. If you just leave it up to
employees, they will not downshift.
Downshifting itself takes energy. The
DMN uses 20% of the body’s incoming
energy. It helps to put puzzle pieces
together so that you feel energized by
the finer details of who you are. Without
these details, you’re not human. You’re
a LinkedIn profile without a heart or
soul. Burnout comes from this version
of yourself.
When I run programs on burnout, I
now focus on helping people activate
a sense of agency. Without this, life is
a choiceless domain in which you are
endlessly waiting for a solution until
you die. I recommend being a selfactivist. It’s much more empowering
than trying to change others. The fire
in you is meant to ignite your greatest
power, but only you can turn it on.
These are difficult questions, and
they do not imply that leaders should
ignore their toxic behaviors, but rather,
that the toxic behaviors of others
require an inner inquiry about why one
wishes to tolerate this. Once people
realize they have choices, agency
is activated.
Dr.
Srini
Pillay
is
the
CEO
of NeuroBusiness Group. He is a
Harvard trained psychiatrist and
neuroscientist, on the Consortium
for Learning Innovation at McKinsey
& Company, and author of “Tinker
Dabble Doodle Try.” Srini is also cofounder, chief medical officer and chief
learning officer of Reulay. Email Srini.
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CLOSING
DEALS
AXONIFY ACQUIRES NUDGE TO IMPROVE
THE FRONT-LINE EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE
BY SARAH GALLO, CPTM

Front-line workers, also referred to as
deskless workers, are the “face” of an
organization. They are the ones working
directly with the people a company serves.
From grocery and restaurant employees
to truck drivers, manufacturing workers
and health care professionals, frontline workers make up a whopping 80%
of the global workforce. However, J.D.
Dillion, chief learning architect at Axonify,
a learning and communications solution
for front-line employees, says that the
front-line employee population has long
been underserved.
Recent Microsoft research found that
one-third of all front-line workers say
they do not have the right technological
tools to do their jobs effectively, and that
number rises to 41% for employees in nonmanagement roles.
Fortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic
showed just how vital front-line workers
are to not only sustaining a business
but also to supporting society at large.
As a result, more training providers
are launching innovative solutions to
support the front-line workforce, and
more companies are adopting them.
“The future is super bright” in terms of
technology solutions for front-line workers,
Dillon says. The problem? A lot of that
technology is scattered, with users having
to jump back and forth between different
applications for different processes. This
can quickly frustrate users and decrease
productivity. Axonify’s recent acquisition
of Nudge, an employee communications
and execution platform, is working to
change that.
Let’s consider how Axonify+Nudge
is positioned to improve the front-
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line employee experience through an
integrated, easy-to-use solution.
WHY NUDGE?
Nudge has been helping companies
improve the way they communicate
with their front-line employees for the
past 10 years. But it’s only within the
past two years that more companies
have truly prioritized front-line employee
communication, says Jordan Ekers, chief
operating officer at Nudge.
“With all the change that’s been going on
in the world, it really exposed [companies’]
inability to effectively get critical
information to the front-line.” In other
words, the “old way” of communicating
(i.e., pushing out information, crossing
your fingers and hoping that people can
execute) wasn’t cutting it.
On the surface, employee communications
and training might seem like two unrelated
functions. But fundamentally, they’re both
trying to achieve the same thing: Making
sure that people have what they need to
do their jobs well, Dillion says.
With Nudge’s task management and
mobile-friendly two-way communications
capabilities, Axonify+Nudge tackles
multiple customer pain points.
One of the biggest challenges it addresses
is connecting leaders and executives to
front-line workers (who are often siloed
from the rest of the organization) by
giving them the ability to deliver real-time
feedback to users. This allows companies
to be more agile as business priorities shift.
It also improves the employee experience
by ensuring that every employee has
the information and feedback they need,
when they need it.

TECHNOLOGY, SIMPLIFIED
Most companies realize the need to equip
front-line employees with the tools they
need to be successful. After all, access
— or lack thereof — to technology can
make or break the employee experience,
which is a key factor in retaining front-line
workers (a notorious challenge).
That said, companies don’t want to
be responsible for administering and
managing a complex tech stack. As Dillion
puts it, people want “the power of multiple
technologies” without the hassle.
Bringing together training, reinforcement,
coaching, feedback and communications,
Axonify+Nudge fuses learning and
development into the front-line employee
experience. In doing so, its business value
is that it gives employees the information
and knowledge they need to be confident
and successful in their roles, Ekers says.
To prove this impact, the platform uses
machine learning to connect training
data to the business’ key performance
indicators. This makes it easy for learning
leaders to showcase the impact of learning
initiatives delivered through the platform.
In the end, even the most innovative
companies will suffer if their front-line
workforce isn’t supported with the tools
they need to execute its vision on the
ground, every day. Learning solutions like
these will be the fuel they need to propel
forward and into the future.
Sarah Gallo, CPTM, is a senior editor
at Training Industry, Inc., and co-host of
“The Business of Learning,” the Training
Industry podcast. Email Sarah.

COMPANY
NEWS

ACQUISITIONS AND PARTNERSHIPS
RAIN Group, the global sales training
company that improves client sales
metrics
through
coaching
and
reinforcement, announced that it
partnered with Allego, the leader
in sales enablement technology, to
deliver improved sales training and
reinforcement solutions. The partnership
will allow RAIN Group to improve its suite
of learning technologies and deliver an
unparalleled client experience.

OpenSesame, the global leader in
eLearning innovation that offers over
20,000 courses in 19 languages,
partnered
with
Healthy
Minds
Innovations (HMI), a science-based
nonprofit that offers meditation and
well-being training. The partnership
will enable HMI to offer programs that
enable learners to live their values
and gain resilience in the face of
workplace stress.

The Center for Leadership Studies
(CLS), creators of the Situational
Leadership® Model, partnered with
Performance Impact to introduce their
Custom Solutions Division. Using three
tiers of customization, CLS can now help
training managers modify programs to
meet their business’s unique needs, as
well as build new content from scratch.

Korn Ferry, the global organizational
consulting firm focused on enabling
right-fit hires and workforce motivation,
announced its acquisition of Infinity
Consulting Solutions (ICS), the provider
of senior-level IT interim professional
solutions. The move provides Korn
Ferry with access to a network of senior
IT professionals.

SAP, the market leader in enterprise
application software, and Francisco
Partners (FP), the global investment
firm, announced an agreement for
FP to acquire SAP Litmos from SAP.
Litmos remains a leader in the learning
management system (LMS) market. As
a partner of FP, Litmos is projected
to have more flexibility to focus on
augmenting platform capabilities.
AXIOM Learning Solutions, the leading
provider of resources for learning
professionals, acquired PatternShifts,
the
Austin-based
performance
improvement firm. The acquisition
cements the longstanding partnership
between the two organizations, and
strengthens AXIOM’s capabilities to
create innovative and effective learning
solutions for their clients.

INDUSTRY NEWS
BRIDGING THE DIVERSITY AND
HIRING GAP IN TECH
PMDojo, the global remote-first learning
community focused on connecting
enthusiasts with real career opportunities,
announced changes to its flagship
program to better welcome, advocate for
and support people with disabilities. The
move is intended to improve accessibility
and representation, while also helping
organizations tap into a larger pool of
qualified IT candidates.
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
PLATFORM TO ADDRESS THE DATA
CENTER TALENT SHORTAGE
Schneider Electric, the leader in digital
transformation for automation and
energy management, announced a
series of updates to its digital education

platform, Schneider Electric University,
a professional development platform
that addresses the data center skills
gap and helps upskill workers with
the latest technology. The updates
include trainings on the fundamentals
of power, cooling, physical security
and more.
VIRTUAL ROLE-PLAYERS HELP
PEOPLE WITH AUTISM OR OTHER
DISABILITIES FIND EMPLOYMENT
SIMmersion, a leading provider of
interactive communication simulations,
collaborated with Matthew J. Smith,
Ph.D, professor of social work at the
University of Michigan, to create a
system featuring virtual role-players,
with the aim of helping young job
candidates with disabilities develop
their job interview skills.
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BUILDING A DIVERSE
CYBERSECURITY TALENT PIPELINE
TO FILL OPEN JOBS
SANS Institute, the largest provider of
cybersecurity training for professionals
in government and commercial
institutions, announced its plan to
answer the call from the White House
to build a diverse talent pipeline in the
field of cybersecurity through greater
awareness, education and training.

INTERESTED IN SUBMITTING
COMPANY NEWS?
PLEASE SEND TO
EDITOR@TRAININGINDUSTRY.COM
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The Top 20 Companies are a service provided by Training Industry, Inc. Because of
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